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 �જુરાત રાજયમા ં �ાથિમક િશ�ણ �ે�ે નવાચારો થક� �ણુવ�ા �ધુારણા માટ� 
�ાથિમક િશ�ણ�ે�મા ંનવતર �યોગ કરનાર ૧૦૦ ઈનોવેટ�વ ટ�ચસ#નો વક#શોપ તાર�ખ. પ - ૬, 
ફ�+આુર�,ર૦૧૪ દરિમયાન /સીઈઆરટ�,ગાધંીનગર ખાતે યો1યલે છે તે 1ણીને આનદં થયો છે. 

  /સીઈઆરટ�,રિવ મ4થાઈ સે5 ટર ફોર એજ7કુ�શનલ ઈનોવશેન,ધ ઈ5 ડ�યન ઈ95:ટટ7ટુ 
ઓફ મેનજેમે5 ટ,અમદાવાદ તથા �જુરાત શૈ�>ણક નવીનીકરણ આયોગ ?ારા િશ�ણમા ંનવાચારો 
@ગે MOU થયેલ.Aના ભાગCપે �ણેય સ:ં થાઓ ?ારા �ાથિમક િશ�ણમા ંનવાચારો @ગે 
�શસંનીય કાય# કરવામા ંઆવેલ છે. 

માનનીય DEુયમ�ંીFી પણ િશ�ણના નવાચારો િવશે સતત >ચGતનશીલ છે. તમેના 
>ચGતનના પHરણામ : વCપે જ �જુરાતમા ંતમેના માગ#દશ#ન હ�ઠળ �જુરાત નવીનીકરણ આયોગ 
(GEIC) નોલેજ કો5 સોટLયમ ઓફ �જુરાત (KCG) Aવી સ:ં થાઓની : થાપના થઈ શક� છે. 

આજના Mભુ�સગેં સ5 માિનત થનારા તમામ  ઈનોવેટ�વ ટ�ચસ#ને Nુ ંઅ>ભનદંન પાઠOુ ંP ં
અન ે/સીઈઆરટ�, રિવ A મ4થાઈ સે5 ટર ફોર એજ7કુ�શનલ ઈનોવેશન સેલ- ઈQ5ડયન ઈ95:ટ7ટુ 
ઓફ મેનજેમે5 ટ, અમદાવાદ તથા �જુરાત શૈ�>ણક નવીનીકરણ આયોગને આOુ ં� ુદંર અને 
નવીન કાય# શC કરવા બદલ અ>ભનદંન પાઠOુ ંP.ં 

આA અ�ે આવલેા તમામ ઈનોવેટ�વ ટ�ચસ#ની એક ‘ઈનોવેશન Sકુલેટ �કાિશત થાય છે T યાર� 
�જુરાતના તમામ િશ�કો તમેાથંી �ેરણા-�ોT સાહન અને માગ#દશ#ન મેળવી તેઓ પણ કંઈક નOુ ં
કરવા િવચારતા થશે તો િવશેષ હષ# થશે. આવનારા Hદવસોમા ંવધાર�ને વધાર� િશ�કો આ કાય#મા ં
જોડાય અને નવતર �યોગો કરવા �ેરાશે તો આનદં થશ.ે 
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lX1F6DF\ ;DFJ[XG v GJLGLSZ6 

 

 

5'yJL 5Z VJTZ[,F 5|tI[S AF/SG[ U]6JtTF,1FL lX1F6 5|F%T YFI T[GL RRF" lJxJEZDF\ YTL ZC[ K[P 36F 

p5FIM 56 ;}RJJFDF\ VFJL ZCIF K[P T[DH 36F 5|IF;M Y. 56 ZCIF K[P tIFZ[ U]HZFT ZFHIDF\ 2009 YL 

U]HZFT X{1Fl6S GJLGLSZ6 VFIMU sGEICf GL ZRGF SZJFDF\ VFJ[, K[P lX1F6GF 1F[+DF\ GJLGtTD 

5|IMU SZGFZG[ XMWL IMuI 5|Mt;FCG VF5JFDF\ sIIMf VDNFJFNDF\ zL ZJL H[ DyyFF. ;[g8Z VMO 

V[HI]S[XGGL E}lDSF GM\W5F+ ZCL K[P J/L4 VFJF 5|IMUXL, lX1FSM ;FY[ H[DGM HLJ\T GFTM ZæM K[P T[JL 

HL;L.VFZ8L ;\:YF jIlSTUT ZLT[ VG[ HLJ\T lX1F6 DFl;S DFwIDYL U]6JtTF,1FL lX1F6GF 5|IF;M 

SZGFZG[ 5|[ZSA/ 5}~ 5F0L ZæF K[P  

 

;MGFDF\ ;]U\W E/[ T[ ZLT[ p5ZMST +6[I ;\:YFVM ;FY[ D/LG[ SFI" SZ[ T[ V\TU"T ZFHI ;ZSFZ wJFZF 

VFIMHLT V[HI]S[XG ;lD8DF\ 5|IMUXL, lX1FSMG[ 5|Mt;FlCT SZJFGF MOU SZJFDF\ VFjIFP 

HL;L.VFZ8LGF lH<,F V[SD v lH<,F lX1F6 VG[ TF,LD EJGMDF\ Innovation cell GL :YF5GF SZJFDF\ 

VFJLP 5|IMUXL, lX1FSMG[ XMWL T[DGL DFlCTL D[/JLG[ IIMCAS ;]WL 5CM\RF0JFG]\ EULZY SFI" T[DGF 

wJFZF YI]\P VFH;]WL &___ H[8,F 5|IMUM GM\WFIF K[P H[ 5{SL 5|YD TASSFDF\ !__ H[8,F lX1FSMG[ 

5|Mt;FCG D/[ T[ DF8[ VG[ V[SALHF wJFZF GJ]\ XLBJF DF8[ V[S Sharing JS"XM5G]\ VFIMHG TFP5 4 & 

O[A|]VFZL NZdIFG HL;L.VFZ8LDF\ Y. ZCI]\ K[P H[ VF56F ;F{ DF8[ VFG\NGM lJQFI K[P  

 

E}TSF/DF\ H.G[ HM.V[ TM bIF, VFJ[ K[ S[ lX1F6GF wI[IG[ 5|F%T SZJF DF8[ GFDF\SG4 :YFILSZ6 VG[ 

U]6JtTFGF lJlJW TASS[ VF56[ tIF\ VG[S 5|IMUM YIF K[P T[DF\YL 5F,G5]ZGF 0L;FDF\ h]\5058LDF\ J;TF 

AF/SMG[ VG[S 5|IF;M KTF\ XF/FV[ G DMS,TF JF,LVMG[ 5|[D,TFA[G HMQFL H[JF lXl1FSFV[ Z1FFA\WG SZL4 

5;,LDF\ XF/F DF8[ AF/SM D[/jIF TM SrKDF\ SgIFVM TYF T[VMGL DFTFG[ S|FO8 XLBJLG[ T[GF DFwIDYL 

NLSZLVMGF lX1F6 DF8[ HMCZFA[G -M,LIFV[ 5|IF; SIF" K[4 ;FAZSF\9FDF\ zL DMTLEF. GFIS TYF zL 

ZD6EF. ;MGLV[ GF8S4 ,MS;FlCtI 5|J'lT £FZF lX1F6 H[JF 5|IMU SIF"4 J<,EL5]ZDF\ VHLTl;\C 

;M,\SLV[ ZM0 VM/\ULG[ XF/FV[ G H. XSGFZ AF/SM DF8[ GJL XF/FG]\ lGDF"6 TM D\HLEF. 5|HF5lTV[ 

TLM wJFZF U]6JTFJF/]\ lX1F6 VF5JFGF 5|IMUM SIF" H[ GM\W5F+ ZCIF K[P   

 

lX1F6DF\ ;F{G]\ ;DFJ[XG SZJF DF8[ CJ[ 36F H GJLG 5|IMUMGL sInnovationf H~ZLIFT ZC[X[P;FJ"l+S 

lX1F6 VG[ U]6JtTFGM lJRFZ SZLV[ TM AWF\ H AF/SM XF/FDF\ VFJ[4 T[DGF Vl:TtJGM :JLSFZ YFI VG[ 

JU"B\0DF\ 5}6"56[ EFULNFZ YFI T[ DF8[ AWF\ H AF/SMGM XF/FDF\ IMuI ZLT[ ;DFJ[XG SZJM H~ZL K[P 

 

HIFZ[ VF56[ AWF\ H AF/SMGF lX1F6DF\ ;DFJ[XGGL JFT SZLV[ KLV[P tIFZ[ ;FClHS 5|xG YFI S[ XF/FDF\ 

VG[ JU"B\0DF\ Exclusion SIF\ VG[ SIF TASS[ VG[ SMG]\ YFI K[ T[ lJRFZJ]\ Zæ]P XF/FDF\ VG[ JU"B\0DF\ 

H[DGL ;lS|I EFULNFZL GYL Y. XSL T[DF\ SgIFVM4 BF; H~ZLIFTJF/F AF/SM sCWSNf lJlJW ;FDFlHS 

E}lDSF WZFJTF AF/SM4 :Y/F\TZ SZLG[ VFJTF\ VYJF H]NL H]NL AM,LVMG[ SFZ6[ EFQFFGL lJlJWTF WZFJTF 

AF/SM p5ZF\T UZLAL4 S]5MQF6 WZFJTF\ AF/SM DMBZ[ K[P 
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5|tI[S AF/SGF U]6JtTF;EZ lX1F6 DF8[ IMuI ZLT[ lX1F6DF\ ;DFJ[XG H~ZL K[P lX1F6DF\ 5|tI[S AF/SG]\ 

;DFJ[XG V[8,[ P P P P P P 

 5|tI[S AF/SGF Vl:TtJGM :JLSFZ 

 lX1F6GF VlWSFZMG]\ VD,LSZ6 

 gIFlIS4 ;DTF4 A\W]TF4 XF\lTG]\ lX1F6 

 XFZLlZS4 ;FDFlHS4 ;F\J[lUS4 EFQFFSLI S[ VgI SM. E[NEFJ JUZG]\ lX1F6 

 

8}\SDF\ AF/SGL HFlT4 Z\U4 EFQFF4 WD"4 XFZLlZSvDFGl;S V1FDTF4 V;DFG VFlY"Sv;FDFlHS l:YlTG[ 

VJU6LG[ NZ[S AF/SGL H~ZLIFT ;\TMQFFI VG[ ;XlSTSZ6GL ;DFG TS 5|F%T YFI T[  

 

VF56]\ U]HZFT 56 lJlJWTF WZFJT]\ ZFHI K[P KTF\ DM8[EFU[ lX1FSM AF/SMG[ V[S H ZLT[ lX1F6 VF5JF 

8[JFI[,F K[P JU"DF\ lJlJWTF WZFJTF AF/SM CMI HPDGMJ{7FlGS N|lQ8V[ J{IlSTS lEgGTFGM :JLSFZ SZJF 

KTF\ lX1FSGL 5wWlT DM8[EFU[ V[S;DFG HMJF D/[ K[P VF TASS[ lX1FSMV[ T[GF J,6DF\ O[ZOFZ SZJM 

VFJxIS K[P 5|tI[S AF/SGL XlST4 DIF"NFVMG[ wIFG[ ,. 1FDTF5}J"SGM jIJCFZ SZJM V5[l1FT K[P  

 

ZFHIGL H]NL H]NL XF/FVMDF\ GFGFvDM8F ;ZFCGLI 5|IF;M 56 Y. ZæF K[P S[8,FS pNFCZ6M HM.V[ TM 

lJlJW AM,L WZFJGFZ lJ:TFZMDF\ 0F\UYL ,. SrK ;]WLGF ;ZCNL lJ:TFZMDF\ ,MSAM,L 5|xG DF8[ X~VFTGF 

TASS[ :YFlGS AM,LGM V;ZSFZS p5IMU SZLG[ lX1FS[ lJWFYL"VM DF8[ XaNSMQF £FZF S[TG jIF;4 NFGl;\U 

N[J0F4 Z[JFEF. 5|HF5lT4 EFJ[QF 5\0IF H[JF pt;FCL lX1FSMV[ SFI" SZ[, K[P ZFH5]Z H[JF VtI\T VFlY"S 

GA/L 5lZl:YlT JF/F UFDGF AF/SM DF8[ lJlJW 5|J'lTVM4 5|MH[S8 £FZF lJWFYL" 5MTFGM BR" 5MT[ pEM 

SZLG[ lX1F6GM VFG\N ,. XS[ T[DH XLBJFGL TZ[C sLearning stylef GM VeIF; SZLG[ T[G[ VG]~5 

lX1F6 HFT[ D[/JTF YFI T[JF 5|IMU lAgN]A[G £FZF Y. ZCIF K[P 

 

E~R lH<,FGF GJF TJZF UFDDF\ DCM<,F 5|FY"GF TYF lJWFYL"VMDF\ ZC[, XlSTVMG[ VM/BL4 Z; 5}J"S 

lJSF;GL 5|J'lTVM IMHJL T[DH SMC GF ;CIMUYL lJWFYL"VMG]\ XF/FDF\ IMuI ;DFJ[XGGF 5|IF; 

;\ULTFA[G B]DFZ £FZF Y. ZæF K[P 

 

ZFHSM8 lH<,FGF HFDS\0MZ6F pH/L UFDDF\ HLT[gN|EF. WFDL £FZF DCTD lTlY EMHG £FZF 5}ZS 

5MQF61FD VFCFZ £FZF lJWFYL"VMG]\ l;wWL:TZ JWFZJFGM 5|IF; SZL ZæF K[P 

 

;}I"5|SFXDF\ H[GL VF\BM B],TL GYL T[JF AF/SM DF8[ XF/FDF\ H T[GL H~ZLIFT D]HA BF; jIJ:YF SZGFZ 

lX1FSzL IMU[XEF. TYF XF/F 5lZJFZ ;\J[NGF ATFJL 5|tI[S AF/S DCtJG]\ K[ T[JL 5|lTlT SZFJL ZæF K[P  

 

S,M,DF\ l5|TLA[G UF\WL £FZF lJWFYL"VM 5}ZS JFRG SZL XS[ T[ DF8[ OZT]\ 5]:TSF,IGF 5|IMUYL XF/F 5|tI[GM 

,UFJ TYF U]6JTFDF\ ;]WFZ N[BF. ZæM K[P  

 

p5Z NXF"J[, V[JF 36F lX1FSlD+M VF lNXFDF\ VFU/ JWL ZæF K[ tIFZ[ RF,M VF56[ 56 5|tI[S AF/SGF 

IMuI ;DFJ[XG DF8[ ;SFZFtDS J,6YL XF/FDF\ VFJF J{lJwIG[ D/JFGF VGMBF VJ;ZDF\ XF/F4 lX1FS 

VG[ ;DFH V[S;FY[ D/L VF56F lX1FSWD"GM ;FY"S SZLV[P  

 ડો. ટી. એસ. જોષી, 
પ્રાચાયય  

જીલ્ા શિક્ષણ અને તાીમ ભવન 

ગાાંધીનગર  
 

 



ડામેટ ઇનોલેળન સેર, આણદં 

GCERT, GEIC તથા IIMAના સયંકુ્ત ઉક્રભે યાજ્મના પ્રાથમભક મળક્ષણ ભા ં થઇ યહરેા નલતય 

પ્રમોગોને ઓખલાનુ ંઅને તેને ડોક્યભેુન્ટ કયી મલમલધ ભાધ્મભોથી પ્રકામળત કયલાનુ ંધ્મેમ છે. આ ભાટે 

ઉયોક્ત ત્રણમે સસં્થાઓ લચ્ચ ે જાન્યઆુયી ૨૦૧૩ભા ં એક ભેભોયન્ડભ ઉય હસ્તાક્ષય ણ કયલાભા ં

આવ્મા હતા. આ પ્રોજેક્ટના બાગ રૂે જ જીલ્રાના દયેક ‘જીલ્રા મળક્ષણ અન ેતારીભ બલન’ભે એક 

ઇનોલેળન સેરની સ્થાના કયલાભા ંઆલી છે, જેનુ ંમખુ્મ કામય જીલ્રાભા ંથઇ યહરેા નલતય પ્રમોગોને 

ઓખલાનુ ંઅને તેનુ ંડોક્યભેુન્ટેળન થામ તે સમુનમિત કયલાનુ ંછે. 

GCERT ગાધંીનગય ખાત ેતા: ૧૫ અને ૧૬ પેબ્રઆુયી ૨૦૧૩ના યોજ મોજામેર ‘ઇનોલેળન સરે ભીટીંગ’ 

ફાદ જીલ્રા મળક્ષણ અને તારીભ બલન, આણદં ખાત ેડામેટ ઇનોલેળન સરેની સ્થાના કયલાભા ંઆલી 

હતી જેના અધ્મક્ષ સસં્થાના પ્રાચામય ડો. હહતેળ દલ ે તથા કો-ઓડીનેટય તયીકે સસં્થાના સી.રે. ડો. 

સતીળ મતલાયી, રેકચયય ધભેળ ટેરે કાભગીયી સાબંી હતી.  

ઇનોલેળન સેરનુ ંપ્રથભ બ્રોળય જે ઇનોલેળન સેર આણદંને ભળયુ ં તે આણદં જીલ્રાની ૧૦૫૫પ્રાથમભક 

ળાાઓ સધુી BRCCની ભદદ થી હોંચાડલાભા ંઆવ્યુ.ં 

આણદં જીલ્રાભા ં DICની કાભગીયી તથા તેના પ્રચાય-પ્રસાય કયલા ભાટે અતે્રના ડી દ્વાયા તા: 

0૨/૦૫/૨૦૧૩ના યોજ ઇનોલેળન સરે ભીટીંગ, ડામેટ લરાસણ (આણદં) ખાત ેફોરાલલાભા ંઆલી, 

જેભા ંડામેટના પ્રાચામય , મસ. રે., રેકચયય, કેલણી મનયીક્ષકો, ફી.આય.સી. કો-ઓડીનેટસય, સી. આય. 

સી. કો-ઓડીનેટસય તભાભને નલતય પ્રમોગની રાક્ષણીકતા, લગય-ખડંભા,ં લગય-ખડં ફહાય મલબાગ 

અનસુાય કેલા પ્રમોગો થઇ ળકે તેની સભજ, સફમભટ કયલા ભાટે ઓન-રાઈન સભજ ઈન્ટયનેટ અન ે

ાલય ોઈન્ટ પે્રઝન્ટેળનની ભદદથી આલાભા ંઆલી હતી જેભા ં૧૩૨ સભ્મોએ તારીભ ભેલી હતી.  

ઇનોલેળન સેરનુ ં દ્વદ્વતીમ સધુાયાત્ભક બ્રોળય ણ ળાા સધુી એ જ પ્રહક્રમા થકી હોંચાડ્ુ ં હત ુ.ં આ 

ભાહહતી મળક્ષકો સધુી હોંચતા ઉત્સાહી એલા ઇનોલેટીલ મળક્ષકોએ ઓન-રાઈન એન્રી કયાલેર હતી. 

એન્રીભા ંપ્રશ્ન/મશુ્કેરી ઉદબલતા DIC કો-ઓડીનેટયના સયનર નફંય ય જે-તે મળક્ષકો એ પોન કયી 

ભાગયદળયન તથા ભાહહતી ભેલી હતી. ટેરીપોનીક અને વ્મક્ક્તગત ભાગયદળયન થાકી મળક્ષકોને ભોટીલેટ 

કયલાના લધ ુપ્રમત્નો હાથ ધમાય હતા.  

DIC આણદં દ્વાયા તા ૨૯/૦૭/૨૦૧૩ તથા ૩૦/૦૭/૨૦૧૩ ના યોજ ઇનોલળેન ભોનીટયીંગ ટીભ 

મનભાયણ કયલાભા ંઆલી તેભા ં૩૧ સભ્મોએ હાજયી આી હતી જેભા ંતાલકુાલાય ઇનોલેળન  ભોનીટયીંગ 



ટીભનુ ં મનભાયણ તથા કાભગીયીની સોંણી કયલાભા ં આલી હતી. દયેક BRC બલન ય સધુાયાત્ભક 

લકયળો ગોઠલલાભા ંઆલી. દયેક તાલકુાભા ંતાલકુા ઇનોલેળન કમભહટ (TIC)ની યચના કયેર હતી જેની 

ભદદથી તાલકુાભા ંઇનોલેળન કયનાય મળક્ષકો દ્વાયા ઓન-રાઈન એન્રી કયી હતી તેભા ંસધુાયા લધાયાની 

કાભગીય કયલાભા ંઆલી હતી.  

ભોનીટયીંગ ટીભ દ્વાયા દયેક તાલકુાભા ંજઈ વ્મક્ક્તગત ભાગયદળયન ઇનોલેટીલ મળક્ષકોને આલાભા ંઆવ્યુ.ં 

આનાથી આણદં જીલ્રાભા ંઇનોલેટીલ કામય કયલા ભાટેનુ ંએક સાયા લાતાલયણનુ ંમનભાયણ ળક્ય ફન્યુ ંછે. 

આગામી સમય માટે આયોજન 

જીલ્રાના દયેક તાલકુાભા ંઇનોલેળન સેર ભોનીટયીંગ કમભટીની ભદદથી તાલકુાના ઇનોલેટીલ મળક્ષકોને 

પ્રોત્સાહહત કયલાભા ં આલળે. સાથે જ, DIC-આણદં દ્વાયા જીલ્રા કક્ષાએ ઇનોલેળન સરેની ભીટીંગ 

ફોરાલી તાલકુા ઇનોલેળન ભોનીટયીંગ કમભટીના સભ્મોને પ્રોત્સાહહત કયલાભા ંતથા તેભનુ ં ભાગયદળયન 

કયલાભા ંઆલળે. DIC અન ેTIC દ્વાયા એલા પ્રમાસો કયલાભા ંઆલળે, જેથી જીલ્રાભા ંઇનોલળેન સરેની 

પ્રવમૃિઓ ને ફ ભે તથા ઇનોલેટીલ પ્રવમૃિઓ કયલા ભાટે ઉયુયક્ત લાતાલયણનુ ંમનભાયણ થામ.  







એક વિચાર....નેક વિચાર...બાળકો માટે...વિકાસ માટે... 

એક વાયો શળક્ષક. એક વળંોધક અને પ્રેયક શોમ છે. ફાકોભા ંભબન્નતા શોમ છે. આ નોખા ફારદેલો ભાટે એક 

જ પ્રક્રિમા ળક્ય નથી. આ ભાટે નલતય પ્રમોગો કયલાજ ડ.ે આલા નલતય પ્રમોગો થકી જ શળક્ષણ પ્રક્રિમા 

યવપ્રદ અને ફાબોગ્મ ફને છે. 

શળક્ષણ દયશભમાન જમા ં વભસ્મા છે, તમા ં નાલાચાય ભાટે અલકાળ છે, વબંાલનાઓ છે, વગલડના 

અબાલ,ેડકાય ધયાલતી ક્રયસ્સ્થશત ભા ં કાભ કયી ક્રયણાભ પ્રાપ્ત કયવ  ં એટરે નાલાચાય. આઇઆઇએભ 

અભદાલાદ, જીવીઈઆયટી અને ગ જયાત એજય કેળનર ઇનોલેળન કશભળન ધ્લાયા આલા શળક્ષકોની ળોધન  ં

કાભ ચાલ  છે.આ પ્રક્રિમાને ફશોો પ્રશતવાદ ણ ભળ્મો છે. 

યાજમના તભાભ જીલ્રા શળક્ષણ અન ે તારીભ બલનના ‘જીલ્રા ઇનોલળેન વેર (DIC)’ થકી શલશલધ 

જીલ્રાઓભા ં નલતય અને અભબનલ કાભ કયતા ં શળક્ષકો સ ધી શોંચી ળકાય .ં આલા શળક્ષકોને પ્રોતવાક્રશત 

કયલા ફેઠકોન  ંઆમોજન થય .ં કેટરાકં જજલ્રાઓભા ંનલતય શળક્ષકોને વદંગી કયી તેભણે આ પ્રક્રિમાભા ં

જોડલા ભાટે ખાવ ભાગગદળગન ભી યશ ેતેલા પ્રમતનો ડામટ ધ્લાયા કયલાભા ંઆવમા.ં આલા પ્રમતનને રીધ ે

શજાયો શળક્ષકોએ ોતાના કામગને આ પ્રેટપોભગ સ ધી શોંચાડ્  ંઅને શજ  ણ શોંચાડી યહ્યા છે.  

નલતય અભબગભ અને કામગપ્રરાણીને આધાયે શળક્ષકોણી વદંગીની તફક્કાલાય અને ચીલટ વાથેની 

પ્રક્રિમાભા ં વભ્મ તયીકે જોડાલલાનો અનેક અનોખો અન બલ પ્રાપ્ત થમો. અનેક શળક્ષકોએ જાણ ેવાભાન્મ 

રાગતી પ્રક્રિમાને જ નલી યીતે યજ  કયી અને ચોક્કવ ક્રયણાભ પ્રાપ્ત કમાગ. 

યાજમના અનેક આલા અભબનલ કામગ કયતા ં શળક્ષકો અને તેભના કામોન  ંમલૂ્માકંન કયતી લખતે વદંગી 

વશભશતના વભ્મ તયીકે ખફૂ જ જોલાન ,ં જણાલાન  ં અને ળીખલાન  ં ભળ્ય .ં શળક્ષણના ં ક્ષેત્રભા ં ઘણીલાય 

વબંાલા ભે છે કે વમદૃ્ધ વભાજના શનભાગણ ભાટે વમદૃ્ધ નલીનીકયણ ભશતલન  ંફની યશ ેછે. ‘શળક્ષક કામભ 

ળીખતો યશ ેછે’.આ શલધાનને નાલાચાય કયનાય શળક્ષકોએ શવદ્ધ કય ું છે. ોતાની પયજ અન ેકામગ પ્રતમ ેવબાન 

અન ેળાા ક્રયલાય વાથે જોડામેર જાગતૃ શળક્ષકો વાભફત કય ું છે કે શળક્ષણ ભાત્ર લગગખડંભા જ નક્રશ લગગની 

ફશાય કે અન્મ યીતે ણ ળક્ય છે. 

“ળૈક્ષભણક નલીનીકયણ આમોગ”ની સ્થાના કયનાય ગ જયાત દેળન  ંપ્રથભ યાજમ છે. આ ગૌયલ વાથે નલતય 

પ્રમોગ કયનાય શળક્ષકો અંગનેી ટૂંકી છતા ંશલસ્તતૃ અને વચોટ ભાક્રશતી આ  સ્સ્તકાભા ંઆલાભા ંઆલી છે. 

 



ગ જયાતના ખણૂ ે ખણૂે ધણૂી ધખાલીને કાભ કયતા ં અનેક શળક્ષકોને અશીં વભાલલાભા ં આવમા ં છે. કન્મા 

કેલણી, બાા, ગભણત, શલજ્ઞાન અને ટેકનોરોજી, ફાકોનો વલાુંગી શલકાવ, ઉયાતં ળાા અને વભાજન ે

વાથે જોડાલાના અને તેના ભાધ્મભથી ગ ણલત્તારક્ષી કાભ કયનાય અનેક છે. અનેક ક્રયણાભ રક્ષી શવદ્ધદ્ધઓ 

પ્રાપ્ત કયનાય શળક્ષકોની શલગતોનો અશીં વભાલેળ કયલાભા ંઆલેર છે. આ શળક્ષકોએ શળક્ષણની એક જ ઘયેડ, 

શલશલધ ફધંનો અને ચોક્કવ પ્રકાયની શનષ્ક્રિમતાને દૂય યલાભા ંવપતા ભેલી છે. આ શલગતો લાચંી આલા 

અભબનલ શળક્ષકો ભાટે ગૌયલ રઇ ળકામ તેભ છે.  

નલતય કામગ કયી વદં ાભનાય આ શળક્ષકોને શળક્ષણ કામગભા ંડરેી મ શ્કેરી અને તેની વાભે કયેર કશ કં 

નવ ,ંનલતય અને અભબનલ કામગ એક અનોખો ભાગગ દળાગલે છે.અશીં વદં થમેર નલતય શળક્ષકો અને તેભના 

કમો અનેક શળક્ષકોને ણ ઉમોગી થળે. શજ  ણ ગ જયાતભા ંએલા અનેક શળક્ષકો છે જે ોતાની યીતે જ 

ળાા,શળક્ષણની પ્રક્રિમા કે ચોક્કવ વભસ્મા વાભે વતત કામગ કયતા યશ ેછે. આલનાયા ક્રદલવોભા ંદયેક ખણૂ ે

આ યીતે મકૂ કામગયત શળક્ષકો સ ધી શોંચલાન  ંઅને તેભના નલતય પ્રમોગોને ઓખી અને દસ્તાલેજીકયણ 

કયલાન  ંઆમોજન છે.  

બાયતના બાશલના વાચા પે્રયક ફનાલલાની આ પ્રક્રિમાભા ંજોડામેર વૌન  ં સ્ભયણ કયી  સ્સ્તકાના પ્રકાળન 

વભમે શળક્ષણના ઉજલ બશલરમની શ બચે્છા વાથે ‘જમ ગયલી ગ જયાત.’  

બાલેળ ડંયા  

કોય કશભક્રટ વદસ્મ 

આઈ.આઈ.એભ. અભદાલાદ  



           યંયાથી અયંાય  

INNOVATION ળબ્દથી ભને ‘DIVERGENT THINKING’ એલો અથથ અભબપે્રત છે. અથાથત “નલીનીકયણ એટરે પંટામેરા 

વલચાયો.” આલો વલચાયવ્મામાભ ગભે તે ક્ષેત્રભા ં શોઈ ળકે.આણા ધભથરુુો, વભાજરુુો કે વલજ્ઞાનરુુોને 

ોતોતાના વલચાય–કામથક્ષેત્રના INNOVATORS કશલેાભા ંજયા ણ અવતળમોક્તત નથી. આણા વાભાજજક-વાસં્કૃવતક 

યીવત–યીલાજોના ં પ્રચરનની ાછ વ્માક જનવમશૂના કલ્માણનો શતે ુ ગભબિત શતો અને યીવત–યીલાજોનુ ં પ્રચરન 

આલા જ કોઈક વાભાજજક-વાસં્કૃવતક INNOVATORS ની દેન છે. “ ઇચ્છછત રક્ષ્મો સધુી શોંચલા ભાટે ઓછાભા ંઓછા 

વભમ-ળક્તત-નાણાનો ઉમોગ અને ગતંવ્મ રક્ષ્મ સધુીની આનદંદામક માત્રા” આટરી ળયતોનુ ં ારન થામ તો  

INNOVATION ઉત્કૃષ્ઠતા પ્રાપ્ત કયે. 

INNOVATION ળબ્દની વ્માક વભજ ફાદ ળૈક્ષભણક ક્ષેત્રભા ં તેની જરૂરયમાત અને તેની ળક્યતાઓના વદંબે વલચાય 

કયીએ. કોઈણ ક્ષેત્રભા ં INNOVATION ની ઘટના ક્યાયે આકાય રે છે તેલો પ્રશ્ન છુામ ત્માયે ેરી અંગે્રજી કશલેત 

આણી લશાયે ચડે છે કે “NECESSITY IS MOTHER OF INVENTION.” આણી જરૂરયમાતો આણી વર્જનાત્ભકતાનુ ંફશાનુ ં

ફની જામ છે. ગયભ જભીન ય ગ ડે તો જ જોડાનંી જરૂરયમાત જણામ. ણ જોડાનંી જરૂરયમાત જણામ તેના ભાટે 

ગભા ંવલેંદના રીરીછભ શોલી ડે. એક વલેંદનળીર ચેતનાલાો વળક્ષક જ્માયે ળાાભા ંશોમ ત્માયે તો આખે આખો 

ળાાભા જ શોમ ણ ળાાભા ંન શોમ ત્માયે ણ ળાાભા ંશોમ તો જ આ વળક્ષક ળાાની વભસ્માઓ વભજી ળકે અને 

આ વભસ્માજનક ડકાય જ તેને પટંામેરા ભાગે લાે છે. ભને જ્માયે ભાયી ળાાના ંફાકોની ગેયશાજયી ડખંે ત્માયે જ 

હુ ંતેના વલે વલચાયતો થાઉં છ ંઅને કોઈક એલો ઉામ ળોધુ ંછ ંકે ફાકો ળાાભા ંઆલતા થામ છે. 

બાયત જેલા વલળા અને ફહુવલધ વાભાજજક-વાસં્કૃવતક-આવથિક રયલેળ ધયાલતા ં દેળભા ં વળક્ષણનીવત ઘડનાયા અને 

નીવતનો અભર કયનાયાઓની લછચેનુ ં અંતય ભોટંુ શોમ ત્માયે સ્થાવનક માથલયણને ધ્માનભા ં યાખીને સ્થાવનક 

વભસ્માઓનુ ંવનદાન અને વનયાકયણ ખફુ જ અગત્મનુ ંરયફ ફની યશ ેછે. વળક્ષક જ્મા ંછે ત્મા,ં જે રયક્સ્થવતભા ંછે તે 

રયક્સ્થવતભા ંઆજુફાજુના ભાનલવવંાધન અને બૌવતકવવંાધનનો ઉભચત ઉમોગ કયીને નાલીન્મણૂથ કાભ કયે ત્માયે તે 

વજંોગોનો વળકાય ફનલાને ફદરે વજંોગો ઉય વલાય થઇ જામ છે. કોઈ નાનુ ંફાક લેય વલખેય ટકાઓંને જોડીને 

જેભ સુદંય આકૃવત તૈમાય કયે તેભ ઉત્તભ વળક્ષકે આજુફાજુભા ંયશરે વલવલધ વવંાધનોને જોડીને નાલીન્મણૂથ  ળૈક્ષભણક 

લાતાલયણ નુ ંવનભાથણ કયલાનુ ંશોમ છે.   

              આ ટકાઓં જોડલાની કરાત્ભક સઝૂ દયેક વળક્ષકભા ંવભાન શોતી નથી અને દયેક ળાાઓની વભસ્માઓ 

વભાન શોતી નથી. આલા વજંોગોભા ંકોઈ એક ળાાભા ંથમેલુ ંINNOVATION એના એજ સ્લરૂે અન્મ ળાાભા ંરાગ ુન 

કયી ળકામ એવુ ંફને. આવુ ંફને ત્માયે વળક્ષક તેની વજ્જતા પ્રભાણે તેભા ંથોડો પેયપાય કયી ળકે.  INNOVATION નુ ં

RENOVATION થામ તે ણ ફદરાતા ંવભમ અને સ્થ ની ભાગં શોમ છે. યંયાના ામાભા ંયશરેા ંવલચાયના થ્થયો 

ખવી જામ ત્માયે વળક્ષણ ઈભાયત જર્જયીત ફની જામ છે. એટરે કોઈણ INNOVATION ના ં ભાધ્મભથી ઉબી થતી 



કામથપ્રણારીના ંામાભા ં વલચાય અગત્મની ભવૂભકાભા ંયશરેો છે. વલચાય ાણી જેલો શોમ છે અને યંયા ાણા જેલી 

શોમ છે. જેભ ાણીની મઠુ્ઠી બયલી વય નથી તેભ વલચાયને કડલો દયેક વ્મક્તત ભાટે વય નથી શોતો ત્માયે તેઓ 

યંયાના ાણાની જૂા કયતા થઇ જામ છે. યંયાના રયઘ ભાથંી ફશાય નીકલાલાો વળક્ષક અયંાયનો 

પ્રવતવનવધ ફની ળકે છે. દયેક વળક્ષકે ોતાની સ્થાવનક રયક્સ્થવતનો અભ્માવ કયીને INNOVATION કયલાની વજ્જતા 

કેલલાની જરંુય છે. યંયાભાથંી લાવીણા ની ગધં આલે છે અને એટરે જ ‘INNOVATIVE  MIND’ નુ ંવર્જન કયવુ ંએ 

આણો મખુ્મ ઉદે્દળ શોલો ઘટે.  

“વોટી લાગે ચભચભ ને વલદ્યા આલે યભઝભ” એ કશલેતને ગજુયાતી બાાભાથંી ભ ૂવંી નાખલાનુ ંકાભ કેટ કેટરા ંવળક્ષકો, 

કેલા કેલા અંતરયમા વલસ્તાયોભા ંયશીને કયી યહ્ા ં છે તેના ંવાક્ષી ફનલાનુ ંવદબાગ્મ ભને પ્રાપ્ત થયુ ં છે. વળક્ષણના ં

ફદરાતા પ્રલાશો અને ફદરાતી ભાન્મતાઓના ંવભમભા ંવલભાવણભા ંમકુાતા ંવળક્ષકો ભાટે અશીં આેરા ંનવલનીકયણો 

વલવાભારૂ ફની યશળેે જેની ખાતયી ભને ઘણા ં વળક્ષકો વાથેના બાલ-પ્રવતબાલ દ્વાયા થઇ છે. 

આઈ.આઈ.એભ.અભદાલાદ, જી.વી.ઈ.આય.ટી.ગાધંીનગય અને જી.આઈ.ઈ.વી.ના ંભજજમાયા ભથંનનો ડઘો ાડતી આ 

ઘટના ગજુયાતના ંવળક્ષણને નલી રદળા અને નલી દળા તયપ ડગ ભડંાલળે.        

 

 

                                                                                            રદનેળ પ્રજાવત  

                                                                                 આચામથ શ્રી શાવંરયુ (ફેચ.)પ્રા.ળાા  

                                                                                       તા-ભાડંર, જજ-અભદાલાદ   

                                                                                          કોય ટીભ ભેમ્ફય IIM. 



“Educational Innovations Bank” 

Teacher-inspired innovations and quality improvement 

Can improving the health of adolescent girls improve their educational outcomes? Can giving a ‘mobile’ library, 

a set of graded books, to children for reading at home improve reading skills? Is there a way of involving the 

School Management Committee in tracking academic progress of the village’s children? The answers are yes. 

Teachers in remote corners of the state are raising such questions, answering them, and showing that quality, 

defined in whatever manner, can be improved. Innovations are of no use if they do not have positive 

impact.Identifying such teachers who have experimented with positive results, sharing their work, and building 

a platform around such innovations for developing other teachers is the aim of the Educational Innovations 

Bank (EI Bank). Since its inception in early 2013, about 5500 innovations have been identified. A preliminary 

evaluation of the most promising 100 innovations has been completed. The validation of the entire set is now in 

progress.  

These innovations are solutions to specific educational problems that the teachers have faced. If shared and 

discussed, they can inspire other teachers to solve their own problems, thus raising the quality of education. 

The DIETs of Gujarat are playing a leading role in this movement. Every DIET now has a DIET Innovation Cell, 

with one lecturer acting as a nodal point for the activity.  

To identify innovative teachers, a multi-pronged approached was followed. At the DIET level, various writing 

workshops were organized where teachers identified by the DIETs, BRCs and CRCs were invited. In these 

workshops, the teachers were guided to write about innovations implemented by them, in a pre-defined 

format. Further, follow-up field visits were conducted for innovations identified through the writing workshop. 

Extensive field visits were also done to scout for innovations not covered through the writing workshop.A 

process for submitting innovations online was also put into place and modules on how to do so were made 

available to DIETs, BRCs, CRCs as well as the teachers.  

Certain challenges were identified in the process of submission, identification and documentation of 

innovations. In terms of submission, online entries were found to be fewer than physical entries due to 

connectivity issues and relatively low technical competencies of teachers. While a large number of innovations 

have been submitted, a great number of innovative teachers have still not been reached out to and remain to be 

identified. An Online Discussion Forum was started to encourage peer-based learning amongst teachers. On this 

Forum, cases of teachers were put up for discussion to add value to the existing innovation as well as to help 

teachers think about ways to implement these innovations in their schools. The Discussion Forum received 

more some participation, in that, various teachers visited the Forum. How teachers can add more value through 

their comments is an issue that will be taken up soon. This is a new method of teacher development, and so 

more time is needed for the teachers to get used to it. 

This year, the gender distribution of identified innovative teachers was skewed in favour of the male teachers 

(76%). We believe that this is problem with the reaching out to teachers. We are sure there are many 



innovative female teachers still to be identified. Increasing participation of female teachers will be one of the 

objectives of the project for next year. 

There is a fairly even distribution of innovations across categories. However, the subject-based innovations 

make up close to one-third of the total innovations, which is an encouraging sign. School-Community Relations 

make up 13% of the innovations, indicating the importance of maintaining a strong relationship with the 

community in order to improve learning outcomes. There is an emerging trend of using technology to enhance 

the learning experience of students and this is evidenced by the fact that 11% of the total innovations are 

around the use of technology in the classroom. Another heartening fact is the attention given to Special Focus 

Groups (Girls and Disabled) by the innovative teachers. These innovations constitute close to 10% of the total 

innovations. 

 

Extensive field-work has been planned to gather additional information on already submitted innovations as 

well for scouting for new innovations. The aim of the project is also to provide decentralized training to 

teachers and to this end, district level discussion forums will be activated for teachers to discuss problems and 

solutions that are relevant to their context.  Lastly, selected cases identified through this year’s process will be 

compiled into a book, which can serve as supplementary instructional material in teacher training colleges and 

can also be integrated into the in-service trainings conducted by the DIET. The identified innovative teachers 

will serve as mentors for other teachers in terms of guiding them to create and implement innovative 

methodologies to solve different problems and to arrive at solutions that have a positive impact on the learning 

outcomes of the students.  
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Special-Focus Groups

All-Round Development

Use of Technology

Enrolment and Attendance

Child-Friendly School



 

 

 

 

 

Language 
  

 



Teachers as Transformers: Innovations from Gujarat’s State Schools  

Increased access to reading material: 

creation of reading corner and portable 

library 
 

Innovation developed by: Priti Gandhi 

 

To enhance reading skills of students, increase 

access to reading materials by giving students 

multiple opportunities to read books in school as 

well as at home.  

 

Reading Corner 
 

1. Divide books in the school according to levels; 

procure more books, if required.  

2. Organize students according to reading level. 

3. Identify a space in school that can be used a 

reading corner. 

4. Decorate the space by colouring the walls and 

putting up posters; involve the students in the 

decoration. 

5. Organize books according to level and keep 

them in the reading corner for students to pick 

up freely. 

6. Engage volunteers from within the community 

or the SMC members to help the weaker 

students in reading. 

7. Track student progress through reading tests. 

 

 
A portable library that students can take home 

 
 

 

 

 

Little library at home 
 

1. Create a list of books across different levels 

and genres. These can consist of picture 

stories, small novels, dictionary, magazines 

etc.  

2. Mobilise resources to procure these books. 

(These will be in addition to the books already 

procured for the reading corner.) 

3. Divide books into sets of 25, consisting of 

different levels and genres. 

4. Procure small aluminium boxes that can house 

upto 25 books. 

5. Keep a set of 25 books in each aluminium box. 

6. Number the aluminium boxes and stick a page 

with the list of books on the inside of the box. 

7. Develop a rotation system whereby each time, 

a different set of students get to take 

aluminium boxes home for a period of one 

month.  (In the beginning, ensure that each 

student gets a box at least every two/three 

months. Once more books and boxes are 

mobilised, each student should be given a 

different box of books every month.) 

8. Encourage students to write about any 3 

books they read in the month. 

9. Organize story-telling opportunities for 

students in the prayer assembly for them to 

talk about their favourite stories. 

 

 

Having access to books at home improves 

literacy skills through increased exposure to 

different forms of reading material. Interest of 

family members in reading also increases, 

leading to consistency between the school and 

home environment. The teacher should test the 

speed of reading and aim for about 80 to 90 

words per minute with 90%+ accuracy. 
 

 

 



Teachers as Transformers: Innovations from Gujarat’s State Schools  

Linking learning to everyday experiences: 

Improving English vocabulary of students 
 

Innovation developed by: Nikunjkumar Vyas 

 

To improve vocabulary and communication skills of 

students, link learning to their everyday 

experiences through using words given on 

wrappers of different products. 

 

1. Teach words related to mobile phone 

functions: message, missed call, caller etc. 

2. Teach words related to the computer: monitor, 

process, internet etc.  

3. Teach words related to daily life: station, shop, 

garden etc.  

4. Tell students to get wrappers of different 

products to class, such as  

 Cadbury chocolate 

 Balaji wafers 

 Colgate toothpaste 

 Soaps 

 Noodles 

5. Help students identify different words on the 

wrapper. 

6. Guide students in preparing a list of words on 

the wrappers. 

7. Demonstrate how to find the meaning of the 

words using a dictionary. 

8. Give students practice on finding meanings 

from the dictionary. 

9. Teach students to create sentences using the 

words. 

10. Give guidance on how to remember and use 

the words. 

11. Evaluate students based on written tests and 

presentations. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Enabling students to learn from everyday 

experiences and items will expand learning 

beyond the classroom and facilitate the process 

of independent learning. The use of wrappers 

of products that have reached even the more 

remote villages directly ties up the learning 

with everyday experiences of the child. 

 
 

 
Use of wrappers to improve vocabulary 

 

“The classroom 

needs to provide a 

print-rich 

environment, 

displaying signs, 

charts, work-

organizing notices 

etc., that promote 

‘iconic’ recognition 

of the written 

symbols, in addition 

to teaching letter-

sound 

correspondences.“- 

NCF 

 

 

 



Teachers as Transformers: Innovations from Gujarat’s State Schools  

Setting poems of English, Gujarati, Hindi 

and Sanskrit of Classes 6, 7 & 8 to 

Melodious Ragas 
 

Innovation developed by: Taslima Sheikh 

 

To help students enjoy poems as well as to improve 

their sense of music, set poems to tunes of various 

ragas and teach students to sing the poems in the 

ragas that they have been set to.  

 

Steps followed by the teacher: 

1. Conversion of poems of English, Gujarati, 

Hindi and Sanskrit into songs. The songs were 

set to the tune of various ragas.  

2. Teacher showed the students how to sing the 

poems in particular ragas. 

3. Students given practice on how to sing poems 

using the ragas. 

4. Video-recording of poems sung by teacher and 

students. 

5. YouTube channel created by teacher. 

6. Videos of the songs uploaded on the YouTube 

channel by the teacher. 

7. Songs shared with other teachers through the 

YouTube channel. 

Using the internet as a tool to share resources 

expands impact beyond one classroom and 

offers teachers opportunities to collaborate as 

well as get feedback. 

 

 
Songs created and shared by teacher on YouTube 

 

 

 

 

 

 

“Providing children 

more direct access 

to multimedia 

equipment and 

Information 

Communication 

Technology (ICT), 

and allowing them 

to mix and make 

their own 

productions and to 

present their own 

experiences, could 

provide them with 

new opportunities 

to explore their own 

creative 

imagination. “- NCF 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Teachers as Transformers: Innovations from Gujarat’s State Schools  

Activity-based learning: Use of Dramas to 

learn Sanskrit 
  

Innovation developed by: Krupa Anilkumar Bhavsaar 

 

To enable students to gain confidence as well as 

understand Sanskrit in its true context, guide them to 

learn through enactment of dialogues given in the 

chapters.  

 

1. After explaining the chapter, allocate different 

dialogues from the chapter to each student. 

2. Ask students to prepare these dialogues for a 

drama on the chapter the next day. 

3. Create paper masks for different characters 

and hand them to the students playing these 

characters. 

4. Guide students to enact the dialogues in the 

chapter through a drama. 

5. Explain the chapter through the dialogues 

enacted by the students. 

 

Role-playing and dialogue delivery help 

students develop their communication skills, 

sense of creativity and inter-personal skills. 

 

 
Use of dramas for learning 

 

 

 

 

 

Activity-based learning: Use of dramas as a 

mode of teaching 
 

Innovation developed by: Pushpa Manvar 

 

To develop confidence amongst students and an 

ability to demonstrate their learnings, facilitate the 

enactment of dramas as a mode of learning 

language content.  
 

1. In the context of Project Pragna and 

application-based learning, teach chapters to 

grade 3 and 4 students with the use of dramas 

2. Prepare a list of characters based on the 

chapter. 

3. Allocate these characters to different students. 

4. Allocate corresponding dialogues to the 

students. 

5. Give students time to prepare and practice the 

dialogues. 

6. Arrange for the necessary costumes. 

7. Have students enact the drama in front of the 

class. 

8. Explain the chapter through a discussion of 

the drama with the students. 

 

Enactment of dramas based on chapters 

develops a form of comprehension, which is a 

higher-level skill than just retaining knowledge 

and writing it on tests. Dramas also provide 

opportunities to students to work in teams, 

which builds up their collaborative skills. 

 

 
Use of dramas to make learning fun 

 

 

 

 



Teachers as Transformers: Innovations from Gujarat’s State Schools  

Revitalization of the school library 

through increasing student involvement 
 

Innovation developed by: Zarna Doshi 

 

To create a culture of reading in the school, link 

reading to different extra-curricular activities in 

the school and give projects that involve the use of 

resources from the library.   

 

1. Explain the importance of reading to students 

and expose them to different reading 

materials such as newspapers, short stories, 

comics, novels etc. 

2. Use the books from the library to tell 

important facts to the students in the prayer 

assembly. 

3. After a while, hand responsibility to the 

students to continue this activity. Give 

guidance about the books, magazines and 

newspapers to use for picking up relevant 

information. 

4. Guide the students to separate the science and 

math books in the library to create a Science-

Math library. 

5. Select a group of 8th grade students and hand 

management of the library to them. 

6. Link extra-curricular activities to the library. 

7. Tell students about different details of a book 

such as the author, index and also how to 

write a summary after reading the book.  

8. Organize an exhibition of Science and Maths 

books in each class. 

9. Ask students to prepare a list of their top 10 

books in their notebook.  

10. As a project, ask students to prepare a basic 

book review on a book of their choice.  

 Tell students to prepare a first draft 

and give feedback on it. 

 Guide students to make the final 

version after incorporating this 

feedback.  

11. Give students another project to collate 

information on different animals and living 

things.  

 

 

 

 

Giving students projects such as writing book 

reviews builds up their ability to synthesize 

information, which is the second-highest skill 

on the Bloom’s taxonomy. 

 

 

Discovery-based learning: Use of 

dictionaries by students to find out 

meanings of difficult words in English 
 

Innovation developed by: Mouli Dave 

 

To improve student vocabulary in English, teach 

them to use a dictionary to find out the meanings 

through group and independent work.  

 

1. Enable student-led learning to find out 

meanings of difficult words. 

2. Get dictionaries for students of grades 5-8. 

Provide a Gujarati dictionary, multi-language 

dictionary and an English dictionary. 

3. Teach students about the layout of the 

dictionary and the steps to be followed in 

finding a word   from the dictionary 

4. Divide students into groups to find out 

meanings of given words 

5. Guide students to learn the English words of 

everyday usage with the help of the dictionary. 

6. Evaluate students through projects, oral 

vocabulary tests, written tests and on English 

speaking. 

 

Student-led and discovery-based learning leads 

to better retention of content as well as 

development of application skills. 

 

 

 
 



Teachers as Transformers: Innovations from Gujarat’s State Schools  

Improving Reading Skills through Teacher, 

Peer and Self-driven Groups 
 

Innovation developed by: Niteshkumar Chauhan 

 

To improve reading skills of a class with different 

learning levels, conduct assessments to categorize 

students according to levels and then divide them 

into different learning groups.  

 

1. Fix parameters to categorize children into 

different reading levels. Use these parameters: 

 Reading 

 Dictation 

 Transcription 

 Independent writing 

2. Conduct a reading and writing assessment of 

all students in class to find their levels. 

3. Based on the assessment, categorize students 

into different levels: 

 

Number of 

students 

Good Medium Poor Cannot 

do at all 

Reading     

Dictation     

Transcription      

Independent 

writing 

    

 

4. Divide students into three major categories: 

i) Teacher-led group (Teacher to guide 

group in learning) 

ii) Peer Learning group (Group members 

to help each other learn) 

iii) Independent group (Children will 

learn on their own) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

5. Within each learning group, categorize 

students further using  

 

 Can 

read 

Can 

write 

Can 

transcript  

Can’t do 

anything 

Alphabets     

 Words     

Simple 

sentences 

    

Sentences 

with 

complex 

words 

    

Simple 

paragraphs 

    

Paragraphs     

6. Evaluate children regularly based on the given 

parameters. 

7. Based on progress, shift children to other 

groups. 

 

Differentiated instruction, based on learning 

levels, is crucial in catering to student needs 

and in improving learning outcomes. 

 

 
Differentiated teaching to improve reading 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Teachers as Transformers: Innovations from Gujarat’s State Schools  

Improving language skill and number 

sense through fun-based learning 
 

Innovation developed by: Kokilaben Patel 

 

To improve language skill and number sense of 

students, narrate stories around each alphabet and 

number.  

 

1. For teaching each alphabets and numbers, use 

stories and narrate them using hand gestures. 

2. For teaching the number 0, show gestures to 

indicate the making of a ladoo. 

3. For teaching the letter 'લ', tell students a story 

about peeling લસણ (garlic). 

4. Evaluate students through dictation of letters. 

Developing strong number sense and an 

understanding of alphabets builds up a base 

for students to acquire skills in higher grades. 

 

“Meaningful 

learning is a 

generative process 

of representation 

and manipulating 

concrete things and 

mental 

representations, 

rather than storage 

and retrieval of 

information. 

Thinking, language 

(verbal or sign) and 

doing things are 

thus intimately 

inter-twined.”- NCF 

Structured approach to developing 

reading skills in students 
 

Innovation developed by: Dhanuben Maganlal Patel 

To develop reading skills in students, use pre-

assessments at the beginning of the year to find 

their actual reading level and then teach them at 

that level.  

1. Assess grade 3 students on reading based on 

grade 2 text. 

2. Categorize students into different levels based 

on the reading assessment. 

3. For the weakest students, start with alphabets 

recognition, and then move on to its reading 

and writing. 

4. Give students practice on reading the simple 

words. 

5. Make use of TLMs such as word-chart and 

sentence chart to enable students to read. 

6. Evaluate student progress through reading 

assessments on an on-going basis. 

 

Teaching students at their level caters to their 

actual learning needs and helps them develop 

the necessary skills in a more effective 

manner. Use of Teaching and Learning 

Materials enhances the learning experience for 

the students and aids in their cognitive 

development. 

 

 
Teaching reading based on levels 

 

 



Teachers as Transformers: Innovations from Gujarat’s State Schools  

Visual cues to increase alphabet 

recognition 
 

Innovation developed by: Raghu B. Vasoya 

 

To increase alphabet recognition amongst students, 

allocate alphabet cards to students to wear 

around their neck.  

 

1. Create alphabet cards for each alphabet. 

2. On the floor, create large circles and write 

alphabets inside them. 

3. Attach the card to a long string and give one 

card to each student to wear around their 

neck. 

4. Guide the students to sit next to the alphabet 

allocated to them. 

5. Each day, give the students a different card to 

wear around their neck. 

 

Use of visual cues enables increased 

understanding of the shapes of the alphabets 

and enhances students’ ability to recognize 

them. Alphabet recognition is a crucial skill in 

developing an understanding of the language 

being learnt. 

 

 

 
Use of visual cues to increase alphabet recognition 

 

 

 

 

 

Teaching Gujarati through the local 

language 
Innovation developed by: Ramesh Roshiya 

Enable students to learn the language of 

instruction through use of the local language.  

1. Interact with students, parents and other 

people in the community to find out words of 

everyday usage in the local language.  

2. Create a dictionary of local words used in 

everyday life, along with their Gujarati 

meanings. 

3. Train teachers to use the dictionary to guide 

their teaching.  

4. Offer opportunities to the students to 

communicate in their local language in the 

classroom.  

 

Improving student vocabulary, reading 

and writing skills 
 

Innovation developed by: Deviyani Trivedi 

 

To improve students’ vocabulary, reading and writing 

skills, compile a dictionary containing simple 2,3 

and 4 letter words.  

 

1. Compile a list of simple, most frequently used 

two, three and four letter words. Use the 

internet and reference books as guides for 

compiling the words.  

2. Prepare a dictionary with the selected words 

3. Guide the students on how to use the 

dictionary 

4. Give the dictionary to each student 

5. Use the dictionary as a tool to improve 

students reading and writing 

6. Evaluate students through reading tests, oral 

tests on vocabulary and through writing tests 

 



 

Mathematics, Science and 

Social-Science 
  

 



Teachers as Transformers:  Innovations from Gujarat’s State Schools  

Leaner-centred methodology: 

Differentiated instruction to improve 

math fundamentals 

 

Innovation developed by: Yogeshkumar Rawal 

 

To enable students to develop strong numerical 

abilities and fundamentals without loss in 

instructional time, give students opportunities for 

differentiated practice during non-classroom 

hours. 

 

1. Write simple multiplication and division 

problems on the board. 

2. Keep a maths box in class. 

3. Students have to solve these problems in their 

free time and deposit the answers into the 

maths box whenever they finish. 

4. Check the submitted answers and guide 

students who are still making errors. 

5. As proficiency increases, give students 

tougher sums. 

 

Differentiated instruction is a learner-centred 

methodology that enables students to learn at 

their own pace. While different students 

progress at different speeds, the difficulty 

levels of the problems increase in steps since 

the entire group of students has to solve the 

same problems. 

 

 
Maths box for submission of answers 

 
 

 

Application-based learning: Actual 

measurement of water tanks to learn 

about volume 
 

Innovation developed by:  Laxman Bareya 

 

To enable application and discovery-based learning, 

guide students in practically calculating the 

volume and capacity of water tanks 

1. Explain the concept of volume theoretically 

and with examples. 

2. Divide the students into groups. 

3. Make the academically stronger students 

group leaders. 

4. Take the students to the water tank in school. 

5. Guide the group leaders in measuring the 

dimensions of the water tank to calculate the 

volume; other students to observe. 

6. Give clear instructions to group members 

regarding safety and measurement of 

dimensions. 

7. Allocate streets to groups. 

8. Students to measure dimensions and to 

calculate volume of water tanks in the houses 

on the allocated street. 

 

Working in groups enables students to learn 

the crucial 21st century skill of collaboration. 

Application-based learning also helps students 

to develop higher-order thinking. 

 

“Mathematics 

should teach 

children a way of 

doing things, and 

the ability and 

attitude to 

formulate and solve 

problems.”- NCF 

 



Teachers as Transformers:  Innovations from Gujarat’s State Schools  

Developing conceptual understanding: 

Activity to learn positive and negative 

numbers 

 
Innovation developed by: Kalpesh Chotaliya 

 

To develop an intuitive understanding of the number 

line amongst students, make them learn it through 

standing and moving on a physical number line.  

 

1. Draw a number line in the lobby. 

2. Ensure that the appropriate signs indicating 

positive and negative numbers are written on 

the line. 

3. Explain the concept of negative and positive 

numbers. 

4. Teach students about the addition of these 

numbers. 

5. Make students practice by standing on the 

number line and moving in the right direction 

to get the answer. 

6. Ensure that each student gets an opportunity 

to practice by moving on the number line. 

 

Learning through activities helps make 

abstract mathematical concepts more concrete 

in the students’ minds and also works towards 

reducing their phobia for the subject. 

 

 
A physical number line that students can move on 

 

 
 

 

Peer checking of Maths tests 
 

Innovation developed by: Ganpatram Maganlal 

Trivedi 

 

To enable students to learn Mathematical concepts as 

well to develop analytical skills, provide 

opportunities to students for peer-checking.  

 

1. Prepare monthly plans for topics to be 

covered in Maths. 

2. Every 15 days, take a test for the students. 

3. Tell students to distribute the answer sheets 

amongst themselves. 

4. Check the answer sheets of a few students.  

5. Distribute the corrected answer sheets 

amongst students for use as exemplars for 

checking.  

6. Walk around class and clarify any doubts that 

students might have. 

7. Review the answer sheets of all the students.  

8. Discuss and explain the answers in class. 

9. Give students time to correct their answers. 

 

Peer checking develops students’ evaluation skills, 

which is highest on Bloom’s taxonomy. Providing 

instant feedback on tests to students enables them 

to understand their mistakes and take corrective 

measures immediately. 

 

“Children should 

see mathematics as 

something to talk 

about, to 

communicate 

through, to discuss 

among themselves, 

to work together 

on. “- NCF 
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Developing spirit of enquiry: Guiding 

students to source materials for 

experiments locally 
 

Innovation developed by: Prahlad Gajjar 

 

To develop problem-solving skills and collaboration 

amongst children, along with an understanding of 

scientific concepts, guide students to conduct 

experiments on their own.  

 

1. Prepare a list of experiments, based on 

textbooks and reference books. 

2. Prepare an experiment-wise list of 

equipments required. 

3. Divide students into different groups. 

4. Appoint a group leader for each group. 

5. Give the groups the list of equipments 

required per experiment. 

6. Guide the groups in identifying and collecting 

the equipment from the local environment as 

well as in creating equipment on their own; 

guide whenever required. 

7. Act as facilitator of the activity and give 

guidance wherever required.  

8. Evaluate through giving projects, group 

discussions and tests. 

 

This method can be extended to cover: 

 Group projects for social science where 

students can use local materials to create 

models. 

 To teach about bio-diversity by making 

children collect local plant resources and 

working with them. 

 Student bodies, which can take the 

responsibility to manage different activities in 

school 

 

This method shifts learning from being 

teacher-centred to learner-centred and follows 

the principle of constructivism, which allows 

students the opportunity to construct 

knowledge themselves. 

 

 

 

Application-based learning of water 

pollution 

 
Innovation developed  by : Chiragi Panchal 

 

Enable students to understand water pollution by 

involving them in a project to build an eco-

friendly statue.  

 

1. Inform students about water pollution caused 

due to the disposal of Plaster of Paris statues 

during Ganesh Chaturti. 

2. Discuss a plan with students to build an eco-

friendly statue of Ganpati. 

3. Tell students to gather waste paper. 

4. Soak around 2Kgs of waste paper in water to 

prepare its pulp. 

5. Put roasted chachuka powder. 

6. Add the required colours to the created statue. 

 

Through such practical projects, students learn 

about measures to conserve the environment, 

along with picking up problem-solving and 

application-based skills 

 

“The development 

of science corners 

and providing 

access to science 

experimentation 

kits and 

laboratories, in 

rural areas are also 

important ways of 

equitably 

provisioning for 

science learning. “- 

NCF 
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Experiential learning in Science 
 

Innovation developed by: Mahesh Parmar 

 

To enable experiential and application-based learning 

in Science, set up a Science Lab in school and give 

students opportunities to conduct experiments on 

their own.  

 

1. Prepare a detailed list of experiments to be 

done by children throughout the year, based 

on the textbooks and other reference 

materials. Work with teachers in the school, 

other schools as well as NGOs in the education 

space to prepare this list.  

2. Prepare a list of equipments required based 

on the experiments.  

3. Raise funds from different organizations and 

donors for purchasing the equipments. 

4. Select two students each from Grade 5, 6 and 7 

as Science Assistants and involve them in the 

setting up of the Science Lab. Also give them 

the responsibility of upkeep of the lab and its 

equipments.  

5. Demonstrate each scientific principle and 

concept through experiments in the Science 

Lab. 

6. After demonstrating each experiment, guide 

students to conduct experiments on their own. 

7. Organize a science exhibition for students to 

demonstrate what they have learnt 

throughout the year. For this: 

a) Select a group of students to be a part of 

the organizing team. 

b) Guide the organizing team to brainstorm 

on different issues to be covered in the 

exhibition and to arrive at a theme. 

c) Based on the theme, put up pictures, 

charts and posters of experiments and 

scientific concepts. 

d) Invite parents and students from the 

organizing school as well as other schools 

for the exhibition. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

e) Guide students to demonstrate and explain 

different experiments at the exhibition. 

 

 

Learning through experiments helps students 

understand the application of science in real 

life. This leads to an increase in interest levels 

in the subject as well as a more conceptual 

understanding of the principles being taught. 

 

 

 
Learning though experiments 
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Application-based learning: Measurement 

of real-world objects 
 

Innovation developed by: Reenaben Rajnikant 

Sukhadiya 

 

To enable students to learn mathematical concepts in 

an effective manner, use the application-based 

methodology for teaching measurement by giving 

students opportunities to apply the concepts they 

have been taught.  

 

1. Explain the concept of measurement and 

related concepts such as perimeter, area, 

width, length etc. through the use of examples 

in the book, charts and sums on the board. 

2. During assembly and mid-day meal, make 

students recite the formulas of perimeters, 

radius, area etc.  

3. To conduct activities for learning 

mathematical concepts, divide children into 

groups of 4. 

4. Appoint the higher level students as group 

leaders. 

5. Teach children to measure area, perimeter of 

various shapes, on paper as well as in real life. 

For practice, guide students to measure the 

perimeter of the page of a paper, a match box 

etc. 

6. Explain the various formulas through 

activities. 

7. Make various shapes out of cardboard and 

thermocol.  

8. Guide students to measure and calculate the 

area and perimeter of these shapes. 

9. Make a layout of different places such as 

school, houses of children etc. 

10. Guide students to calculate area, perimeter of 

rooms, bathrooms, and prayer-rooms based 

on the dimensions given in the layout. 

11. Let students apply their knowledge of 

measurement to: 

 Measure width and length of a Sari and 

then calculate the area and perimeter. 

 Measure width and length of a table. 

 Calculate area and perimeter of a farm 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Application-based learning ensures effective 

retention of content knowledge as well as 

develops higher-order and problem-solving 

skills in the students. 

 

Practical knowledge of environmental 

friendly waste-disposal 
 

Innovation developed by: Dharmeshkumar 

Shukkarbhai Patel 

 

Give students practical exposure on waste-disposal by 

involving them in disposing of different types of 

waste into separate bins and pits.  

 

1. Purchase seven dustbins. 

2. Allocate three bins for putting plastic waste 

and other four for paper and disposable waste. 

3. Put labels on each bin to indicate the type of 

waste to be put in. 

4. Explain the importance of separating waste to 

students. 

5. Train students to dispose waste according to 

type, into the correct bin. 

6. Dig two pits in the school compound.  

7. Allocate one pit for plastic waste and the other 

for disposable waste. 

8. Guide students to dispose of waste accordingly 

into the two pits. 

9. After three-four days, burn the plastic and 

disposable waste. 

10. After a while, use the remains of the waste as 

compost for the school’s garden. 

Practical experience of environmental-friendly 

waste disposal is a crucial step in helping 

students internalise the process and value of 

proper waste-disposal, which is a step towards 

becoming better citizens. 
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Teaching and Learning Material to aid 

conceptual understanding of mathematics 
 

Innovation developed by: Nileshkumar Solanki 

 

To enable students to learn the concept of place value 

conceptually, prepare a place value chart with 

different columns for place and space for writing 

digits.  

 

1. Create a Teaching and Learning Material for 

teaching Place Value. Use this format for 

preparing the TLM: 

Place Value Chart 

Thousands    Decimals 

Ten 

Tho

usa

nd 

Tho

usa

nd 

Hun

dre

ds 

T

e

n

s 

U

ni

ts 

Te

nt

h 

Hun

dred

th  

Thou

sandt

h 

        

        

        

2. Explain the concept of place value 

theoretically and through examples on the 

board. 

3. Then, show an example of place value by 

writing the separate digits in the Place Value 

Chart. 

4. Divide students into groups and appoint 

higher-level students as group leaders. 

5. Give the groups time to practice place value 

using the Place Value Chart. 

6. Evaluate students based on oral questions, 

tests using the Place Value Chart and on tests 

without the use of the Place Value Chart.  

 

Creation of Teaching and Learning Materials 

that students can use for peer-based and 

independent learning help in the process of 

learning through discovery and in developing a 

conceptual understanding of the subject. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
TLM to teach Place Value 

 

 

 

“Having children 

develop a positive 

attitude towards, 

and a liking, for, 

Mathematics at the 

primary stage is 

more important, if 

not more than the 

cognitive skills and 

concepts that they 

acquire. “- NCF 
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Science Camp organized at the Cluster 

Level 

 
Innovation developed by: Vipul Mahendra Chauhan 

 

To provide opportunities to students from across 

schools in the cluster to understand scientific 

concepts practically, organize a Science Camp at the 

Cluster level.  

 

1. Hold a meeting of Principals to decide the 

schedule and structure of the Science Camp. 

2. Keep four stalls at the camp. 

 First stall: Different scientific equipments 

used for conducting experiments 

 Second stall: Models created by students 

and teachers 

 Third stall: Electronic equipments 

 Fourth stall: Math-Sci. TLMs, charts, 

models and puzzles 

3. Allocate two science teachers to man each 

stall. 

4. Invite schools as well as villagers to the 

Science Camp. 

5. First, allow students to come in their school 

groups and to visit each stall one-by-one. 

6. After the school groups have finished, provide 

an opportunity for teachers and villagers to 

view the exhibits and experiments in the stalls. 

A Science Camp at the Cluster Level enables 

teachers to collaborate and learn from each 

other. It also ensures increased reach and 

impact. 

 
Cluster Level Science Camp 

 

 

 

Use of exposure visits to enable effective 

learning of Social Science topics 
 

Innovation developed by: Hetalben K Patel 

 

To enable students to understand the functioning of a 

court in its true sense, organize a field visit for them 

to a court and decide clear learning objectives of 

the visit.  

 

1. Arrange a visit to the Court, with a view to 

observe and understand its proceedings 

2. Divide students into three groups. 

3.  Guide the first group to focus on what the 

accused is saying and how he is answering 

questions put to him. Also ask them to observe 

the treatment being meted out to the accused.  

4.  Guide the second group to focus on the 

lawyers' attire and their style of questioning. 

5. Guide the third group to focus on the judge 

and his actions.  

6. Facilitate a discussion between all three 

groups. 

Exposure to the real world through field visits 

enables students to link and apply their textual 

knowledge to understand real occurrences. 

Having clear learning objectives for a field trip 

is crucial to get tangible outcomes out of it.  

 

 
Use of field visits to enable learning 
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Application-based learning through 

setting up a Science Hut 
 

Innovation developed by: Dharmeshbhai Ratilal Patel 

 

To enable students to learn the application of science, 

set up a Science Hut as a space to conduct various 

experiments  

 

1. Arrive at a plan to build the Science Hut 

through discussion with school staff members. 

2. Gather materials for the Science Hut and 

involve the students in building it. 

3. Prepare a list of experiments to be done 

throughout the year. 

4. Based on the experiments, set up the 

necessary equipments in the Science Hut. 

5. Once the Science Hut has been set up, put up 

science charts and posters in the Hut. Also, put 

up newspaper clippings of interesting science 

news and pictures.  

6. Divide students into group and appoint a 

group leader. 

7. Group leader to allocate date and time of 

experiment to group members. 

8. Start conducting scientific activities and 

experiments at the Science Hut.  

9. Enable group leaders to guide their group 

members to conduct the experiments. 

10. Organize activities such as dramas, exhibitions 

at the Science Hut. 

11. Invite villagers to the Science Hut and conduct 

activities to dispel belief in superstitions.  

12. Organize a Science Week and invite parents of 

students as well as other villagers to attend 

and view various science exhibits and 

experiments. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

A space to conduct various experiments and 

activities related to science helps students 

learn the application of science, which builds 

up their problem-solving skills. Science is a 

powerful tool to fight against superstitions and 

a space like the Science Hut can be used to 

spread awareness amongst the community.  

 

 
A space to conduct experiments 

 

“The Science 

Curriculum must be 

used as an 

instrument for 

achieving social 

change in order to 

reduce the divide 

based on economic 

class, gender, caste, 

religion and region. 

“- NCF 
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Developing a sense of citizenship: Writing 

a letter to the Chief Minister 
 

Innovation developed by: Akbar Multani 

 

To develop written communication skills and a sense 

of citizenship in the students, guide them to write a 

letter to the Chief Minister.  

 

1. Teach students the format of writing a letter. 

2. Give them letter-writing practice on various 

situations. 

3. Organize an activity where students write a 

letter and post it to the teacher’s address. 

4. Reply to children’s letters that have been 

posted to your house. 

5. Explain the concept of democracy and 

citizenship to students. Also explain the 

position of Chief Minister. 

6. Guide students to write individual letters to 

the Chief Minister of Gujarat. 

7. As the teacher/principal, write a letter to the 

CM, requesting a reply and explaining the 

rationale behind the letters sent by students. 

8. Post the letters to the Chief Minister. 

9. If a reply is received from the Chief Minister: 

 Read it out in the prayer assembly. 

 Get copies made and distribute it 

amongst the students. 

 Gather villagers in school and read the 

letter to them. 

Writing a letter to a senior government official 

helps students gain a deeper understanding of 

democracy, while at the same time, enables 

them to pick up written communication skills 

through application-based learning. 

 

 

 
Letter written by students to CM 

Teaching and Learning Material for 

conceptual understanding of place value 
 

Innovation developed by: Bharatkumar Joshi 
 

To enhance students’ number sense, teach them the 

topic of place value through an activity with the 

help of a Teaching and Learning Material.  
 

1. Prepare a TLM to aid understanding of place 

value. 

2. Create a 10 x 5 inch board using cardboard 

material. 

3. Within this, create three boxes where cards 

can be kept as well as moved. 

4. Write unit, ten and hundreds on the three 

boxes respectively. 

5. Create small number cards for numbers from 

0-9. Create three sets of these cards. 

6. Demonstrate a place value question using the 

boxes. For instance, if the number is 518, put 8 

in the units box, put 1 in the tens box and put 5 

in the hundreds box. 

7. Divide students into groups and give them 

practice time to solve place value problems 

using the box. 

8. Give students independent practice on using 

the box. 

9. Evaluate students through oral questions, 

group work and projects. 

 

 

Teaching and Learning Materials provide 

opportunities for students to learn 

independently and in groups. By 

supplementing what the teacher has taught, 

they increase student understanding and 

retention. 
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Teaching and Learning Material for 

independent learning in Maths 

 

Innovation developed by: Sharad Patil 

 

1. The Teaching and Learning Material 

developed for Maths consists of six parts.  

2. Part A is for reading and writing numbers 

from 1 to 100. There is also a system in place 

for students to find place value from 1 to 

10000000. The TLM also allows students to 

find preceding and succeeding numbers.  

3. Part B consists of basic concepts of Geometry 

for grades 1-7. 

4. Part C is Algebra. 

5. Part D is a Flannel Board and White Board. 

Here, students can do sums easily. An Abacus 

has also been created, to teach Vedic Maths. 

6. Part E is games. Here, students can practice 

addition, subtraction and multiplication etc. 

using dice.  

7. In Part F there are basic concepts of square, 

square root, cube and cube root.  There are 

different samples of Weight, money, 

cylindrical, cube and different small models, 

games and activities. 

 

A TLM that enables students to learn 

independently and through different methods 

increases their sense of enquiry and develops 

higher-order and critical thinking skills. 

 

 
Letter written by students to CM 

 

 

 

 

 

Learning Social Science through activities 
 

Innovation developed by: Raju Dabhi 

 

To enable students to understand the concept of 

maps, link it to their life and everyday experiences.  

 

1. Show students milestones of the village they 

live in along with those of nearby villages. 

2. Demonstrate the making of a map by plotting 

the nearby villages and important milestones.  

3. Give students practice time to plot locations of 

milestones and nearby villages. 

4. Guide students to prepare a map of the 

classroom 

 Students to take length and breadth of 

the classroom 

 Show milestones of the class on the 

map 

5. Give students practice with different type of 

maps. 

6. Evaluate them based on group work, 

independent work during class and tests. 

 

Linking knowledge to students own 

experiences make it easier for them to grasp 

and increases engagement levels. 

 

 

“Relevant local 

content should be a 

part of the 

teaching-learning 

process, ideally 

transacted through 

activities drawing 

on local resources. 

“- NCF 
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Activity-based learning and experiential 

learning to improve achievement levels in 

Math 
 

Innovation developed by: Roshni Desai 

 

To enable students to take interest in as well as 

understand Maths conceptually, utilise the method 

of activity-based and experiential learning.  

 

1. Utilise the pedagogy of activity-based learning 

in teaching students. 

2. Link the concept to students’ everyday 

experiences.  

a) Ask students where they have seen a 

triangle in real life.  

b) Guide students to identify the shape of the 

triangle in everyday objects such as a 

Samosa, a flag and a pastry.  

c) Show visuals of these everyday objects to 

enhance retention of the shape being 

taught.  

3. Provide opportunities to students for 

experiential learning.  

a) Divide students in groups and allocate 

different shapes to each group. 

b) Guide students to arrange themselves in 

the shape allocated to them. 

c) Facilitate students to draw the different 

shapes in their notebooks. 

 

The National Curriculum Framework stresses 

the importance of activity-based learning in 

improving student engagement as well as 

retention of concepts. It also stresses the 

importance of linking knowledge to students’ 

everyday experiences. 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
            Students divide themselves into different shapes 

 

 

 

 

“Only if the child 

finds the activity or 

knowledge being 

learnt meaningful, 

will its inclusion in 

the curriculum be 

justified. “- NCF 
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Developing new divisibility rule of 8 
 

Innovation developed by: Sursingh Parmar 

The innovation sprang from the question posed by a 

student of standard 5, which posed a challenge to 

teacher to invent a new key to see whether a given 

number is divisible by 8. He then developed a 

process, to ascertain whether a given number was 

divisible by 8; 

1. See and ensure that the last two digits of the 

given number are multiples of 4 (if it is not 

then that particular number can’t be divided 

by 8 without reminder). 

2. Also look at the multiplier of last two digits, 

whether is it even or odd. 

3. Look at the number in the hundred’s place. If 

the multiplier and number in the hundred’s 

place are both, odd or even, then the given 

number can be divided by 8 without a 

remainder. The following example will make it 

clear; 

a. Take a number. Here, let’s take 1, 

24,336.  

b. The last two digits (36) are multiple of 

4 (9*4=36). 

c. The multiplier of last two digits (9) is 

odd. 

d. The number in the hundred’s place (3) 

is also odd. 

e. So this number is divisible by 8. 

Following table will further explain the 

concept with better clarity 

 

“The higher aim is 

to develop the 

child’s resources to 

think and reason 

mathematically 

and to handle 

abstraction. “- NCF 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Numbe
r (for 
exampl
e) 

Wheth
er the 
last 
two 
digits 
(Ones 
and 
tens) 
are 
multipl
es of 
4? 

Which 
is the 
multi
ple of 
4? 

Wheth
er the 
multipl
ier is 
odd or 
even 

Wheth
er the 
place 
of 
hundr
ed in 
the 
numb
er is 
odd or 
even 

Wheth
er it is 
divisib
le by 8 
or 
not? 

1,23,63
2 

32  8 X 4 
= 32 

Even 6 – 
Even  

YES 

76,76,7
76 

76  19 X 4 
= 76 

Odd 7 – 
Odd  

YES 

12,12,1
16 

16  4 X 4 
= 16 

Even 1 – 
Odd  

NO 

42,42,8
52 

52   13 X 
4 = 52 

Odd 8 – 
Even  

NO 

42,42,2
00 

00  00 X 4 
= 00 

Even 2 – 
Even  

YES 

45,78,4
23 

23 X    NO 

 

This kind of process, if explained properly to 

children, helps them to understand whether a 

particular number can be divided by 8 or not. It 

also develops interest in maths, which 

otherwise is considered to be a hard subject. 
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Teaching students addition and 

subtraction of positive and negative 

integers (whole numbers) 
 

Innovation developed by: Jaagrutiben Pandya 

To make Maths less cumbersome, teach it to 

students in a fun, activity-based manner. 

1. Get hard boards (that which are generally 

used for any kind of packaging). 

2. Cut the board into various pieces of small size, 

of the same size (preferably in square shape). 

3. Stick white papers on each of these cards. 

4. Write numbers of 0 to 9 , -1 to -9, and also put 

signs of mathematical process on some of 

them (+, -, = etc). 

5. Give questions regarding addition and 

subtraction of negative and positive numbers. 

6. Guide students to arrange the cards according 

to the given question.   

7. Help students arrive at an answer and to place 

the answer card at the end.  

Demystifying the mathematical process in 

above mentioned manner will help the teacher 

in promoting maths as a subject amongst 

students who are relatively weak in picking it 

up. The process mentioned above will help 

them to get involved in an activity and thereby 

make learning concepts fun.  

 

The concept of introducing flash cards, also can be 

expanded to: 

 Helping students to remember tables. 

 Undertake other mathematical functions like 

multiplication, division etc.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

“Visualisation and 

representation are 

skills that 

Mathematics can 

help to develop. 

Modelling 

situations using 

quantities, shapes 

and forms are the 

best use of 

mathematics. “- 

NCF 



 

All-Round Development 
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Supplementing the midday meal to tackle 

anaemia 
 

Innovation developed by: Dilip Bhalgamiya 

 

To enhance students’ grasping power and to aid in 

their physical development, introduce pulses as a 

part of their diet, through the mid-day meal. 

 

1. Organize a health camp to check haemoglobin 

and iron levels of students.  

2. Tell students about the importance of pulses 

in improving nutrition levels. 

3. Get a handful of pulses to school every day. 

Encourage students to get pulses, one handful 

a day. 

4. Give the pulses to the mid-day meal cook and 

tell him/her to use them for preparing the 

mid-day meal.  

5. Add lemon, salt, chilli and tomatoes to make a 

delicious dish using pulses. 

6. Give the nutritious dish to students as part of 

the mid-day meal. 

7. Encourage students to use pulses as a part of 

their meals at home as well as snack items. 

8. Observe usage of pulses in students’ homes 

through visits and discussions. 

9. After six months, check haemoglobin and iron 

levels of students  

Countering malnutrition helps in enhancing 

students’ cognitive growth through better 

nutrition, thus improving learning outcomes. 

Improved nutrition also leads to increased 

regularity of attendance. 

 

 
Supplementing the mid-day meal to tackle anaemia 

Developing decision-making and 

collaboration skills 
 

Innovation developed by: Binduba Jhala 

 

To develop decision-making and collaboration skills 

amongst students, guide them to start and manage 

a school newspaper. 

 

1. Tell students about starting a school 

newspaper. 

2. Create a team of interested students. 

3. Guide the team to start the newspaper. 

4. Give students freedom to collect information, 

edit and to compile the final version. 

 

Steps for students to follow 

1. Deciding on content to be put in the 

newspaper. This can include:  

 School and village happenings 

 Poems 

 Short write-ups 

2. Collection of information 

3. Preparation of rough draft 

4. Editing 

5. Compilation of final version 

6. Packing of newspaper in covers, along with 

putting stamps and addresses  

7. Posting to nearby villages 

Giving students responsibility, improves 

management skills as well as the ability to 

work in teams, which are crucial life skills.  

Increasing opportunities for students to learn 

outside the classroom inculcates a passion for 

life-long learning, which is imperative in the 

21st century. 

 

“Decision-making is 

a crucial life-skill 

for students to 

develop.”- National 

Curriculum 

Framework 
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Developing a spirit of enquiry and higher-

order thinking 
 

Innovation developed by: Kirankumar Agravat 

 

To develop a spirit of enquiry and higher-order 

thinking amongst students, design a general 

knowledge quiz for students in the ‘Kaun Banega 

Crorepati’ format.  

 

1. Compile a list of questions from across 

subjects and topics such as Gujarati, Science 

and Technology, Mental Aptitude. 

2. Categorize the questions, according to the 

‘Kaun Banega Crorepati’ format, with a value 

being attached to each question. For instance, 

an easy question would be Rs. 1000, a very 

difficult question would be Rs 50 lakh and so 

on.  

3. Add four options to each question. 

4. Feed the questions into a MS-PowerPoint file. 

5. Design a main page on PowerPoint, with links 

to different categories of questions. 

6. Assemble students of one grade level or one 

class in a room and explain the rules of the 

game to them. 

7. Offer three helplines to each student playing 

the game. 

8. Project the questions onto a screen. 

9. Give each student a chance to answer 

questions individually. 

Enhanced general-knowledge gives students 

the opportunity to see the interrelationships 

between topics cutting across subject 

boundaries. The ability to see the connections 

between different topics develops higher-order 

thinking and analytical skills. 

“General 

Awareness needs to 

be promoted 

amongst children. “ 

- National 

Curriculum 

Framework 

 

 

 

 

 
Quiz competition in the KBC format 

 

Peer-based learning: Street-wise study 

groups 
 

Innovation developed by: Dipakkumar Patel 

 

To enable peer-based learning, create street-wise 

study groups and appoint group leaders to 

monitor learning.  

 

1. Divide students into street-wise groups.  

2. Appoint academically strong students as 

group leaders. 

3. Explain responsibilities clearly to appointed 

group leaders. 

4. Group leader’s role: 

 Gather all members of the group from 

their houses for school. 

 Get all members to assemble in one 

house after school. 

 Supervise and guide group members in 

doing homework and other academic 

activities. 

 For absent students, meet parents to 

find out the reason. 

5. Discuss daily progress of group with group 

leaders. 

 

Peer-based learning opportunities outside 

school enable students to develop collaboration 

skills. 
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Value education and development of 

problem-solving skills 
 

To inculcate values and develop problem-solving 

skills in students, guide the students to develop and 

lead a de-addiction campaign in their community.  

 

Innovation developed by: Shailesh Chaudhary 

 

1. Create a ‘Tobacco Control’ Committee, 

consisting of 8th grade tests (You can even 

include 6th and 7th grade students in the 

Committee, if need be) 

2. Organize different activities through the 

‘Tobacco Control’ Committee 

 Inform students about the benefits of 

tobacco control in India. Tell them 

about the clause which prohibits the 

selling of tobacco and its products to 

people less than 18 years of age.  

 Create working models of Life-

threatening diseases like Cancer, 

Asthma, Heart ailments and 

demonstrate the harmful effects of 

tobacco on human body parts like 

throat, mouth, hair, eyes, skin etc.  

 Create puppets of doctor, patient, 

nurse etc. out of waste and use them to 

spread awareness. 

 Organize drawing, elocution, 

exhibition, workshop, quiz, drama etc. 

on the theme of ‘Harmful effects of 

Tobacco’. 

 Guide students to create banners such 

as ‘Tobacco-free school’, ‘We are the 

future of India’. Hang up these banners 

in school as well as in strategic places 

in the village  

3. Raise funds with the help of the SMC members 

to aid those suffering from tobacco-caused 

diseases. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

4. Organize rallies to create awareness regarding 

tobacco-caused diseases and their treatments. 

5. Organize an exhibition to showcase the 

benefits of quitting tobacco. 

 

Developing and leading an awareness 

campaign builds up problem-solving skills as 

well as helps students internalise the message 

that they are spreading awareness about. 

 

 

Exhibition on harmful effects of tobacco 

 

“Problem-solving 

skills are essential 

to deal with 

demands of 

everyday life.”-NCF 
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Activity-based learning: Teaching work-

based skills through activities 
 

Innovation developed by: Arvind Sachapara 

 

To develop problem-solving skills, creativity and to 

make students self-reliant, teach them work-based 

skills through activities such as embroidery, book 

binding, etc. 

 

1. Draw up a list of work-based skills. 

2. Draw up a list of activities to teach the 

required work-based skills. 

3. Teach students work-based skills through the 

following activities: 

 Colour making 

 Making magic toys 

 Embroidery 

 Printing 

 Making a vase 

 Oil painting 

 Spray painting  

 Glass painting 

 Book binding 

 Making paper bags and pen stands 

4. Video-tape the activities for use as reference 

next year. 

5. Make students do the activities independently 

through watching the videos 

6. Evaluate the activities based on the 

involvement of students, their progress and 

the amount of collaboration taking place 

 

Teaching students work-based skills through 

activities takes learning beyond the curriculum 

and also involves the use of local knowledge as 

a resource in learning. This breaks the barriers 

between the school and the community. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Increasing concentration and memory 

through Yoga and Ayurveda 
 

Innovation developed by: Ashwinkumar Dhirajlal 

Joshi 

 

To enable increased retention of content by students, 

guide them to do Yoga before lessons to increase 

their concentration levels.  

 

1. Compile articles on Yoga, concentration and 

the power of the mind. Share these articles 

with the students and explain their learnings 

to them. 

2. Guide students to do Yoga regularly. Before 

lessons, enable students to do deep breathing 

exercise along with chanting positive 

affirmations in the mind.  

3. To eliminate fear of ghosts, make student 

chant incantations during the prayer 

assembly. 

4. To strengthen students’ nutrition and 

immunity, include tulsi leaves in the Mid-day 

meal and encourage students to eat them. 

5. Give tulsi leaves and other medicinal plants 

from the school kitchen garden to students as 

cure for seasonal maladies, 

 

Improved concentration levels and nutrition 

enhance students’ cognitive development, 

enabling them to grasp and retain content in 

an easier manner. 

 

“Yoga contributes 

to the physical, 

social, emotional 

and mental 

development of a 

child.”- NCF  
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Incentivising regularity, hard work and 

good behaviour 
 

Innovation developed by: Vijaykumar Patel 

 

To motivate students to adopt and demonstrate 

certain positive qualities and behaviours, start an 

incentive program to award students based on 

qualities and behaviour exhibited.  

 

1. Design an incentive scheme for the students. 

2. Decide the criteria for awarding points. These 

can be: 

 Presence= 10 points 

 Cleaning School= 10 points 

 Discipline In Class= 10 points  

 Class Work = 20 points  

 Cleanliness of Uniform= 10 points 

 Involvement in assembly= 20 points 

3. Design attractive gift vouchers, which can be 

given to students based on the points accrued. 

4. Buy different items to be given as gifts, based 

on the number of points accrued. These can be 

erasers, toothpaste, soap, toy, school bag, free 

picnic etc. 

5. Set up a Raamhaat in school for students to 

buy gifts through their gift vouchers.  

6. Select and train students to run the Raamhaat. 

7. Inform students about the Student 

Encouragement Scheme and the rationale 

behind it. 

8. Tell students about the different ways to earn 

points. 

9. Give out gift vouchers to students based on 

points accrued.  

10. Let students buy gifts from the Raamhaat 

based on the value of their gift vouchers. 

11. Evaluate the effectiveness of the incentive 

program based on the following criteria: 

 Increased regularity and punctuality 

 Cleanliness of school 

 Increased discipline and involvement in 

extra-curricular activities 

 Cleanliness of uniform 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 Behaviour in the classroom 

 Qualities in which most points have been 

gained and qualities in which least points 

have been gained 

 Grade-wise and class-wise data 

12. After evaluating the effectiveness of the 

incentive program, involve SMC members and 

other villagers in financing the project. 

 

Incentives for positive behaviour helps 

students rationalise the necessity of 

demonstrating these behaviours in the school. 

Awarding students based on pre-decided 

criteria eliminates arbitrariness and increases 

consistency in the teacher’s behaviour as well. 

 

 
Gift vouchers given for good behaviour 
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Value education for students: Use of a 

checklist to inculcate good habits 
 

Innovation developed by: Thakarsinh Bhagwan Gabu 

 

To inculcate good habits and values in students, 

prepare a checklist of good habits that students 

can use to track their progress.  

 

1. Explain the importance of good habits to 

students through telling them stories of great 

men and their habits. 

2. Prepare a checklist of habits/tasks that you 

want students to follow 

Habit Tick/Cross 

a) Have your nails 

been cut?  

 

 

b) Is your hair 

combed?  

 

c) Are you wearing 

clean clothes?  

 

d) Have you taken a 

bath?  

 

e) Do you wash your 

hands with soap?  

 

f) Have you done your 

homework? 

 

 

3. Include this checklist in the students’ diary, 

along with dates. 

4. Explain the importance of tracking good habits 

to students and stress on the value of filling 

the details honestly. 

5. Everyday after the prayer assembly, give 

students time to fill in this check-list. 

6. Track students’ checklist to see which habits 

are being followed the most and which, the 

least 

7. Based on the data from students’ checklists, 

focus on those habits that are being followed 

the least. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Giving students a tracking mechanism for 

measuring good habits increases self-

awareness and gives students a clear bar to 

measure their progress on a daily basis. This 

enables students to internalise the value of 

following these good habits. 

 

“Quality of 

education  should 

not be considered 

in fragmented 

terms but in a more 

holistic and 

expanded manner 

not in terms of 

number of years of 

schooling but the 

quality aspect of 

the development of 

the individual; the 

formation of the 

whole persons and 

full flowering of the 

human being and 

character 

building.” NCERT 
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Street-wise monitoring of attendance by 

student leaders 
 

Innovation developed by: Dilipkumar K Patel 

 

To increase regularity and develop leadership skills in 

students, appoint group leaders for each street and 

give them the responsibility to ensure regularity 

of students in their street.  

 

1. Prepare a list of students from grades1-8. 

2. Per each street, appoint two students as group 

leaders. 

3. Give group leaders the responsibility to gather 

students from their street and to get them to 

school everyday. 

4. At the end of each month, give an award to 

group leaders whose groups had the least 

absence. Give this award on behalf of teachers 

and SMC members.  

 

Student-led monitoring of attendance ensures 

increases motivation to come to school due to 

peer-pressure and develops self-awareness and 

leadership skills amongst the group leaders 

involved in ensuring regularity of students. 

 

 
Street-wise monitoring of attendance 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Increasing student retention and 

engagement through pre-work 
 

Innovation developed by: Bilkisbano Khanji Momin 

 

To ensure increased student involvement during class, 

give them relevant pre-work for the chapter to be 

taught.  

  

1. Allocate related pre-work to students on the 

day before beginning a chapter or topic. 

2. Next day, ask them questions based on the 

pre-work given. 

3. Explain the topic to them. 

4. After this, divide students into groups. 

5. Guide students to ask questions to each other 

in their groups. 

6. At the end of the class, ask students to read the 

rest of the chapter and to prepare more 

questions. 

7. Next day, ask questions to the entire class. 

8. Appreciate the students who answer most 

questions through applause in the prayer 

assembly. 

 

Use of pre-work and group work are important 

measures to create a learner-centric 

environment and to develop skills in students 

to study independently. Asking questions is an 

important skill that enables students to move 

from the Knowledge level on Bloom’s 

Taxonomy to the higher level of Comprehension 

which involves understanding and discussing. 

“Learning must 

provide variety and 

challenge, and be 

interesting and 

engaging. “- NCF   



 

Child-friendly School 
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Dalton methodology: Creation of subject-

classrooms 
 

Innovation developed by: Riddhi Khaant and Hitendra 

Galoriya 
 

To enable students to learn each subject in a more 

coherent manner, create subject-wise rooms 

instead of classrooms.  

 

1. Create subject-based classrooms as opposed 

to grade-wise classrooms. Allocate subjects to 

each room. One would be a Math-Science 

room; one would be a Language room and so 

on. 

2. Keep all TLMs (Teaching and Learning 

Materials) related to the subject in its subject 

room. 

3. In the Language room, keep photographs of 

poets, writers, grammar chart, games etc. 

4. In the Maths-Science room, put up charts of 

formulas, concepts and pictures of 

mathematicians and scientists. 

5. In the Social-Science room, put up pictures of 

historical figures, relevant maps and other 

reference material. 

6. Inform students clearly about the rooms being 

used for different subjects. Make them write it 

as a part of their time-table. 

7. At the end of each period, students will shift 

from one subject room to the other, based on 

their time-table 

The opportunity to study in a new environment 

after each period helps to increase student 

engagement for each subject. Keeping TLMs of 

one subject together focuses attention on that 

subject and increases content retention. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Vision and goal-setting for the students 
 

Innovation developed by: Kiritbhai J Patel 

 

To provide teaching catered to students’ needs and to 

ensure their growth throughout the year, prepare a 

progress file with detailed information about the 

student and prepare a growth plan based on it.  

 

1. Before school starts in June, prepare a 

progress file for each students. Include the 

following things in it: 

 Strengths and weakness of the students 

 Areas of interest 

 Details on family and social background 

2. Prepare a growth plan for the students based 

on the above information. 

3. Throughout the year, fill in additional 

information about each student into their files. 

4. Adapt students’ growth plans based on 

additional information. 

5. Cater teaching to students’ needs, based on the 

information available about his capabilities, 

interests and family background. 

6. Evaluate students’ progress by comparing 

actual progress to the goal according to the 

growth plan 

 

Preparing a clear growth plan for each student 

enables the teacher to focus on the individual 

needs of each student and ensures clear 

monitoring and tracking of their progress. 

“In order to 

undertake a holistic 

assessment, all 

aspects of learning 

need to be given 

due recognition.” 

Continuous and 

Comprehensive 

Evaluation.  
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Creating a student-oriented school 
 

Innovation developed by: Rakeshkumar Patel 

 

To develop a school that is student-oriented, involve 

students in taking decisions on teaching 

methodology, content and structure of classroom.  

 

1. Involve students in deciding the structure, 

methodology and content of learning.  

2. Involve students in taking decisions such as: 

 What to get to school? 

 Where to keep different things in class? 

 Where to create new items? 

 Which books to read and when? 

3. Let students discuss and arrive at these 

decisions in groups. 

4. Shift from being subject-oriented to student-

oriented. 

5. Build positive relationships with parent and 

enable students to learn from them as well. 

6. Build higher-order skills through extra-

curricular activities such as singing, drawing, 

dancing,  

7. Ask students for feedback on their learning 

experience and based on that, make relevant 

changes in the teaching methodology. 

8. Share information and progress of this 

learning style with other schools through a 

blog and Facebook group. 

 

A student-oriented school lets students take 

ownership of their learning and this builds up 

crucial decision-making and collaboration 

skills, along with instilling a sense of self-

motivation in the students. 

“Teaching and 

learning processes 

in the classroom 

should be planned 

to respond to the 

diverse needs of 

students”- NCF 

Incentive offered to increase student 

motivation to learn 
 

Innovation developed by: Ronak Bhatia 

 

To motivate students to learn, offer them incentives 

such as creating a ‘magical’ chalk that students can 

win everyday based on number of spellings 

remembered.  

 

1. Cut a chalk with your nail to create the shape 

of bed legs. 

2. On the top part of the chalk, create the shape 

of a man’s head. Add eyes, nose and ears as 

well.  

3. Use the creatively made chalk as an incentive 

for students to behave well in class. 

4. Start an incentive scheme where the student 

who remembers the most number of spellings 

gets to take the ‘magical’ chalk home.  

5. Write the names of the students on the board 

and track the number of spellings 

remembered by each of them. 

Incentives are crucial for students to see the 

rationale in learning a particular concept. With 

incentives, students can visualise a tangible 

outcome for efforts put in, which increases 

their engagement and motivational levels. 

 

 

 
Use of chalk as an incentive 
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Developing problem-solving and decision-

making skills in students: Student-led 

process to resolve school-related 

problems 
 

Innovation developed by: Pinalben B Dekavadiya 

 

To develop problem-solving and real-world skills in 

students, enable them to develop and implement 

solutions on their own to resolve problems being 

faced by them.  

 

1. Enable students to brainstorm on different 

issues facing them and to narrow down on one 

single issue. 

(In this case, the issue was that water used to 

fill in the road leading up to school) 

2. Guide students to think of probable solutions 

to the issue at hand. 

(In this case, the students the students decided 

to build a path around the space where water 

used to fill up. For this, they announced their 

plan in the prayer assembly and also prepared a 

plan of materials required.) 

3. For implementing the plan, divide students 

into groups. 

4. Facilitate the implementation of the plan by 

the students. 

(The students met the bricklayers in the village 

and understood how to lay bricks.) 

5. Enable the students to get the required 

materials. 

(The students got equipments to lay the road as 

well as pebbles, stones to fill it) 

6. Document the project and share it with others. 

 

Developing solutions to real-world problems 

and working in a group to implement them 

gives students an opportunity to develop 

collaborative skills along with increased 

problem-solving ability, which leads to faster 

cognitive growth. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Student-led process of solving problems 

 

 

“Learning takes 

place both within 

school and outside 

school. Learning is 

enriched if the two 

arenas interact 

with each other.”- 

NCF 
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Developing school infrastructure & 

atmosphere to promote learning amongst 

students. 
 

Innovation developed by: Kamlesh Kosambiya 

In order to develop a school infrastructure that 

promotes education even when children are out of the 

class, a lot of innovative thinking has to go into the 

process. Following process may help to define what 

child-friendly and child-centric school means; 

1. In order to establish or develop facility, if 

needed, mobilize resources from outside. 

Think about innovative ways to generate 

required resources (in this case, teacher 

circulated empty envelopes, wherein people 

could put as much money as they wished or 

they could afford, thereby implementing the 

idea of “Gupt-Dan” (Anonymous Donation). 

2. Use the collected money to purchase 

things/equipments that is not available 

through school grant (provided under SSA). 

Remember to keep all the transactions clear 

and to take SMC into confidence for the entire 

process. 

3. Use each corner of the school compound to 

create a space, which can be used for some 

learning process. This will help children to 

keep learning even when they are playing 

during recess. 

4. Plant trees and plants in the compound and 

see to it that they are being taken care of. 

Assign responsibility to fellow teachers or 

students to look after these trees and plants. 

5. Even in the school building, try to optimize the 

possibility of transferring learning and 

information to children (use walls, steps, 

doors and window panels to write important 

messages and slogans.). 

6. Involve children in the decision making 

process for various facilities to be established 

in school. Take their feedback into account 

and help them take the ownership of the 

school and its premises. 

7. Promote following processes to ensure 

children’s participation in various activities in 

the school; 

a. Give children responsibility to 

organize the School Assembly 

b. Implement reading programmes in the 

school to promote reading amongst 

children. 

c. Give children exposure to various 

organizations, institutions and places 

to gain practical and hands-on 

knowledge and information. 

d. Organize functions wherein children 

participate. Invite parents as guests to 

see the function. 

e. Involve children in extracurricular 

activities like drawing, singing, 

puppetry preparation and its shows 

etc. 

f. Invite dignitaries of diversified 

disciplines from block and district 

level to engage sessions on their 

respective subjects and invite parents 

to attend such sessions; this will help 

to strengthen school-community 

relationship. 

The importance of a conducive environment for 

learning is self-evident. Creation of such an 

environment helps promote education amongst 

the under-privileged sections of society.  

 

“Classrooms can be 

brightened up by 

first ensuring 

adequate natural 

light inside and 

then made lively by 

displaying 

children’s work on 

the classroom walls 

as well as in 

different parts of 

the school.”- NCF 



 

Use of technology in 

learning 
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Enquiry based learning: Teaching students 

to search for information on the internet 
 

Innovation developed by: Sootakali Thakor 

 

To develop technological competencies and to 

facilitate enquiry-based learning, guide students to 

search for information on the internet. 

 

1. Train students to use the computer for one 

week. 

2. Teach students to access the internet on a 

computer as well as a smartphone. 

3. Teach students how to search for information 

on the internet using Google and Wikipedia. 

4. Show students the steps to locate and view 

scientific experiments on YouTube. 

5. Guide students to use the internet; give 

practice of half-hour every day for two weeks. 

6. Give students homework and projects that 

involves the use of the internet for finding 

information. Tell students to find out/view:  

 Names of famous scientists 

 Different types of scientific 

experiments related to the chapter 

being taught 

 Videos of English conversation 

 

Teaching students to access the internet 

expands the knowledge base available to the 

student beyond the teacher and the textbook. 

This encourages the spirit of enquiry by 

making multiple information sources available 

to the students. While this may sound very 

ordinary, in remote rural schools which have 

been provided internet connectivity, such 

initiatives make learning interesting.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
  Teaching students to use the internet 

 

Resource-sharing amongst teachers 
 

Innovation developed by: Kamlesh Zapadiya 

 

1. Compile different educational resources for 

use by teachers 

2. These resources include: 

 Tests 

 Printable sheets 

 Games 

 Useful links 

 Presentations and videos related to 

chapters 

 Stories 

 Online tests 

 Resources shared by other teachers 

 Question forum 

3. Use these resources in class and encourage 

other teachers as well as teachers to use them.  
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Technology aided-learning: Developing 

TLMs and organizing quizzes 
 

Innovation developed by: Mehulkumar Prajapati 

 

To increase student engagement and retention, use 

technology to compile different resources for the 

topics and organize activities such as quizzes.  

 

1. Compile resources for social science topics 

from the internet. Download relevant videos 

and pictures. 

2. Prepare PowerPoint presentations for topics 

being taught, using the compiled resources. 

3. Prepare projects, charts and models for 

difficult topics. 

4. Compile a list of questions from across 

different chapters. Give options for each 

question.  

5. Organize a quiz competition for students. 

Divide students into five groups for this 

purpose.  

6. Name each group after a freedom fighter 

7. Rules of the game: 

 20 Points for answering without 

options 

 10 points for answering with options 

 -5 for the wrong answer 

8. Encourage all the participating teams and give 

an award to the winning team. 

 

Using technology in compiling and presenting 

information to students enhances their 

learning experience. Quizzes act as platforms 

to develop critical thinking in students. 

 

 

 
Use of technology to enhance learning experience 

 

“Given the growing 

reach of the 

technology, it is 

imperative that 

efforts are initiated 

to utilize ICT at the 

school level to 

prepare children to 

face the challenges 

of a society that is 

fast transforming 

into an information 

driven society. “- 

NCERT 
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Learner-centric methodology: Use of E-

lessons in Gujarati 
 

Innovation developed by: Jignesh Gohil 

 

To enable student-centred learning, give students 

opportunities to select what to learn and which 

media to use for learning.  

 

1. Create a web page on Google sites. 

2. Compile e-lessons of textbook chapters with 

the help of the internet. (In this case, Gujarati 

lessons were prepared. However, e-lessons 

can be prepared for other subjects as well.) 

3. Make use of images, videos, text and audio in 

preparing the e-lessons. 

4. Divide students into groups. 

5. Connect the computer to the internet and 

project through a LCD screen. 

6. Guide students through the process of using 

the different parts of the e-lessons. Show them 

how to select the chapter and the different 

types of media available such as images, audio, 

text etc. 

7. In groups, give students independent learning 

time to use the e-lessons. 

8. Students can select what to learn and type of 

multimedia for the selected content. 

9. Evaluate students based on observation 

during lessons and through taking feedback. 

 

 

 

 

E-lessons that combine the use of text, images, 

audio and video help make learning an 

interactive process and also cater to different 

forms of learners such as kinaesthetic, visual, 

auditory and tactile. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

“ICT should be used 

in such a way that it 

becomes an 

opportunity 

equalizer, by 

providing 

information, 

communication and 

computing 

resources in remote 

areas. “- NCERT 

 

 

 

E-lessons for students 
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Student-led learning and differentiated 

instruction 
 

Innovation developed by: Mehul Suthar 

 

To enable individualized attention to each student and 

to facilitate student-led learning, give laptops to each 

student with pre-installed educational programs 

 

1. Give students laptops, which are connected to 

the main teacher laptop. (Teacher can see 

programs being run on each laptop). 

2. Teach students the basic functions of the 

laptop such as  

 Starting and exiting the system  

 Saving data 

 Typing 

 Preparing presentations etc.  

3. In class, run the necessary educational 

program on the student laptop through the 

server laptop. 

4. Monitor the progress of different students 

through the server laptopand guide when 

required. 

5. Allow students to take the laptop home once a 

month to explore different functions. 

6. Give students projects that require the use of 

the computer. 

7. Tell students to present their project work 

with the use of presentations. 

 

Individualized learning, with the help of 

technology, enables students to learn at their 

own pace, thereby enhancing effectiveness of 

instruction 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

“Innovative 

pedagogies should 

be implemented in 

the classroom, 

including those that 

leverage 

technology in the 

classroom.”- 

Planning 

Commission 

 

 

 

 

 
 Opportunities for individualized learning 
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Technology-aided learning to increase 

student engagement 
 

Innovation developed by: Rajeshkumar Barochiya 

 

To increase student engagement and retention of 

content, create short films based on topics being 

taught. 

 

1. Prepare a short script based on the lesson 

being taught. 

2. Prepare a list of characters in the story. 

3. Collect relevant pictures based on the lesson. 

4. Shoot relevant clips in the village to include in 

the film. 

5. Compile the text, pictures and video clips into 

one film. 

6. Involve students in giving the voice-over for 

different characters. 

7. Add any effects if required and create the final 

movie. 

8. Show the movie in class and gauge the interest 

levels of the students and take their feedback. 

9. Involve a different set of students for giving 

the voice-over next time and also take 

students along while shooting clips in the 

village. 

Involving students in creation of classroom 

content increases retention as well as gives 

them a sense of ownership over what is being 

taught. 

 

 
Animated films created by teacher 

 

 

Technology-aided learning: Broadcasting 

of educational programs on TV sets 
 

Innovation developed by: Maulikkumar Govind Patel 

 

Use technology as an enabler to increase 

effectiveness of teaching and learning in the 

classroom. For this, put up a TV sets in the school 

and show students educational programs on them.  

 

1. Speak to the Principal and teachers to arrive at 

a solution to the problem (In this case, it was 

decided to put up a TV set in each classroom as 

a TLM to aid the teachers, who had been 

directly recruited.) 

2. Start a campaign in the village to donate old 

TV sets to the school. 

3. Put up donated TV sets in each classroom of 

grades 6-8. 

4. Set up a server room with modulators, in the 

school. 

5. Enable cable connectivity in all the TV sets. 

6. Connect dishes from BISAG and Doordarshan 

to the modulators in the server room. 

7. In each classroom, put up the six-month 

schedule of the programs to be broadcasted.  

8. Appoint group leaders to operate the TV sets 

in each class. 

9. Enable the class to watch educational 

programs on the TV sets. 

10. During recess, guide a set of students to 

deliver news from the server room. 

11. Broadcast these news on the TV sets in each 

classroom 

 

Technology-aided learning results in increased 

student engagement and retention of 

knowledge, due to enabling a visual 

presentation of facts and concepts. 
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Technology-aided learning for Pragna 
 

Innovation developed by: Analben Patel 

 

To enable increased retention and engagement in 

students, use technology to enhance the learning 

experience through the use of different audio, 

pictures and videos related to chapters being 

taught.  

 

1. Conduct a pre-test to find out students’ 

learning levels. 

2. Search for supplementary material on the 

internet, based on the different projects and 

milestones under Pragna. 

3. Use technology in the form of a laptop and 

tablet to give students extra knowledge and to 

enhance their learning experience. 

4. Make use of audio-visual aids through 

technology to teach poems and stories. 

5. Guide students to render dramas to 

demonstrate their learning. 

6. After using this methodology for some time, 

conduct a post-test to gauge students’ current 

levels. 

7. Compare the pre-test and post-test scores to 

evaluate the effectiveness of the methodology. 

8. Hold a training session with other teachers to 

share your knowledge. 

Technology enables the teacher to cater to the 

needs of different learners through the use of 

multiple media. Conducting pre-tests and post-

tests is crucial to measure the effectiveness of 

any teaching methodology and to take 

corrective steps, if any 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Preparing a mobile computer van for 

students of schools in interior areas. 
Innovation developed by: Lalitbhai Padhar 

To ensure that children of the interior villages, also 

get the opportunity to learn computers, this kind of 

van can be helpful, wherein computers are placed and 

other arrangements are done so that mobile computer 

can is prepared.  

1. Mobilize resources to a large vehicle (may get 

one used vehicle of such sort or mobilise 

monitory resources to purchase one such 

vehicle). 

2. Get the modification done in order to ensure 

that 2 to 3 computers (preferably desktops) 

can be placed in the rear part of the vehicle.  

3. Get two to three used or new desktop 

computers through resource mobilization. 

4. Place these desktops in the rear part of the 

vehicle, where arrangements are made for this 

purpose.  

5. Arrangements can be done in a manner that 

computers are placed on the table; CPUs are 

placed beneath the table and sliding drawer 

like arrangements are done for the key board.  

6. For electricity provision, wiring can be done in 

a way so that wherever the van is taken, you 

can plug in the connection and can get the 

electricity supply to van for computers.  

7. Alternate arrangements also needs to be 

ensured so that in case where and when 

electricity supply is not there, can get power 

from alternate sources (for example, batteries 

can be arranged for this purpose) 

8. Take this van to the interior parts where still 

computer availability is a problem for the 

school and demonstrate the use of computers 

and motivate and allow children to use 

computers.  

Though now computers are made available to 

all Primary schools, its usage is still a 

challenge. Such innovations help teachers to 

provide opportunities to the children even in 

interior areas to get acquainted with 

technology. 
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Improving the quality of education 

through increased community 

involvement and use of technology 

Innovation developed by: Subhashbhai Rathod 

 

Involve the community in education through 

various meetings and mobilisation of SMC 

members. To enhance students’ learning 

experience, make use of various media, which will 

cater to the needs of different learners.  

 

1. Organize a meeting in village to speak about 

the importance of education and the future 

plans of the school. 

2. Meet villagers individually. 

3. Involve SMC members in the efforts to 

improve education by explaining the 

importance of their role. 

4. Motivate SMC members to involve other 

parents in the school activities. 

5. Raise funds to set up ‘Smart Classes.’ 

6. Set up a projector and computer in the 

classroom and teach with the help of various 

softwares. 

7. Use various forms of media to enhance 

students’ learning experience. 

8. For each topic, make use of reference 

materials available on the internet to enable 

students to learn a topic through multiple 

sources. 

9. Guide students to use the softwares on their 

own for independent learning. 

10. Improve the school infrastructure to make it a 

clean, attractive place that is conducive for 

learning. 

 

 

 

Increased community involvement in education 

is crucial as it enables a level of consistency in 

efforts put up by teachers and parents to aid in 

the development of the children. Use of 

technology increase student engagement 

through an enhanced learning experience and 

caters to the needs of different learners. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Using technology to increase student engagement 

 

 

 

“Technology can be 

used to enable 

students to access 

new sources of 

knowledge, 

interpret them, and 

to create 

knowledge rather 

than be passive 

users.”- NCERT 
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Technology-aided learning: Enhanced 

understanding of scientific concepts 
 

Innovation developed by: Daksha Parmar 

 

To enable students to learn conceptually as well as to 

pick up technological competencies, teach them with 

the help of technology and enable them to use 

technology as well for independent learning.  

 

1. Explain each concept of Science through use of 

videos and pictures. 

2. Download pictures, videos and information 

related to different science concepts from the 

net. Store this on the computer in the 

classroom as well as the computers in the lab. 

3. Guide students to access the information 

about Science on the computer. 

4. Teach students to prepare presentations on 

the computer. 

5. Divide students into groups. 

6. Give them a project to prepare a presentation 

on the computer using the downloaded 

resources. 

 

Preparing presentations on the computer will 

have a two-fold benefit for the students: 1. It is 

a form of application-based learning, which 

enables students to apply their concepts as well 

as builds communication skills. 2. It builds 

technological competencies in them, which is a 

crucial 21st century-skill. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Students prepare presentations using technology 

 

“The creative 

potential of the 

computer, and the 

liberating potential 

of the internet, can 

only be unleashed 

when we actively 

make these kinds of 

demands of these 

technologies. The 

students of the 

future should be 

oriented to this 

possibility.”- NCERT 

 

 

 

 



 

Enrolment and Attendance 
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Increasing enrolment: Student incentives 

and community support 
 

Innovation developed by: Deepali Kamleshpuri 

 

To enable an increase in enrolment, offer incentives 

to students and take the support of the community 

institutions in enrolling non-school going 

children.  

 

1. Create weekly, monthly, quarterly, half-yearly 

and yearly plans and strategies. 

2. Speak to students about the need to enrol non-

school going children. 

3. Offer incentives to students to get irregular or 

non-enrolled students to schools. Incentives 

can be in the form of notebooks, storybooks, 

stationery products and other items that they 

can use in school. 

4. Garner support from the School Management 

Committee and Panchayati Raj Institution 

members for getting non-school going 

children enrolled. 

5. Create groups of STP (bridge class) members 

based on proximity of houses. 

6. Moderate a process of group-based 

monitoring of absence where group members 

of absent students will : 

 Go to the absentee’s house. 

 Enquire about reason of absence. 

 Encourage her to come to school 

regularly. 

7. Guide current students to motivate non-

enrolled students to come to school; students 

to explain the importance and advantages of 

coming to school regularly. 

8. Create a list of students who have contributed 

the most in increasing enrolment. 

9. Felicitate these students in front of the school, 

with their parents in attendance. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Making students feel comfortable in 

school: Felicitation program for mothers 

of 1st graders 
 

Innovation developed by: Vitthal Sarvvaiya 

 

After enrolment, create an atmosphere of trust in 

school to make first grade students feel 

comfortable through organizing a felicitation 

program for their mothers. 

 

1. Plan a week-long felicitation and orientation 

program for mothers of first grade students. 

2. In the first week of school, invite mothers and 

students to school. 

3. Organize different activities for the mothers.  

4. For the first two days, organize games. Next 

two days, organize Antakshari and have 

cooking competitions on the last two days.  

5. Give prizes to winners of different 

competitions. 

 

Felicitation of mothers increases their 

involvement in their child’s education and 

helps students feel comfortable in an 

unfamiliar environment. 

 

 

“Schools should 

also invite the 

community into 

their premises, and 

give the larger 

world outside a role 

in influencing the 

learning process. “- 

NCF 
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Increasing access to education in a remote 

area 
 

Innovation developed by: Kanubhai 

 

To increase access to education in a tribal area, set up 

a residential hostel for the students to eliminate travel 

time and risk in travelling through an isolated area.  

 

1. Organize a meeting with the Principal, 

teachers and CRC officials to discuss the plan 

for setting up a residential hostel.  

2. Fix a nominal hostel fee for the students, to 

meet the expenses. 

3. Organize a parents meeting and discuss the 

cost of the hostel with them.  

4. Raise funds from donors and also the CRC 

officials, teachers and Principal, if required. 

5. Recruit a couple from the village to stay on the 

hostel premises to take care of the students 

and to teach them life-skills. 

6. Get materials from the market for the 

students. 

7. Provide opportunities for family members to 

visit the hostel as frequently as possible. 

8. Organize various extra-curricular activities at 

the hostel to enable all-round development of 

the students. 

 

Building a hostel in a remote area is a crucial 

measure to increase access to education and 

prevent dropouts. A hostel also offers the 

advantage of increased instructional time as 

well as the flexibility to develop various life-

skills in students after-school hours. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Provision of nutritious food to aid 

students’ growth and increase regularity 
 

Innovation developed by: Laxman Panada 

 

Provide nutritious food to students by setting up a 

kitchen garden in school 

1. Select a group of students for setting up the 

kitchen garden. 

2. Divide selected students into smaller groups. 

3. Allocate specific responsibilities to each group. 

4. Grow various vegetables in the kitchen 

garden.  

5. Monitor their growth. 

6. Use the vegetables from the kitchen garden 

everyday for preparation of the mid-day meal.  

 

Availability of nutritious food on an everyday 

basis will improve students’ health, increase 

regularity and aid cognitive growth. 

 



 

School-Community  
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Learning through action-based enquiry: 

Conducting surveys of the prevalence of 

diseases in the village 
 

Innovation developed by: Chetan Shah 

 

To develop problem-solving, communication and 

collaboration amongst children, and to understand the 

process of data-based scientific enquiry, encourage 

students to conduct surveys on different issues in 

their community.  

 

1. Prepare a survey form based on teacher-

identified topic (in this case, disease patterns 

in the village). 

2. Divide students into groups. 

3. Appoint groups leaders and explain their 

responsibilities to them. 

4. Prepare a survey form based on information 

required. 

5. Train students to collect data using this survey 

form. 

6. Allocate different streets to different groups. 

7. Guide students to also spread awareness 

about the issue while collecting data. 

8. Guide students in analysing the collected data. 

 

This method can be used for a variety of education-

related topics as well: 

 Conducting a survey on availability of reading 

material in the homes of children 

 Conducting a survey on T.V. viewing 

 Amount of time spent by children on 

homework 

 Finding out from children who provides home 

learning support 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

This method is a mode of discovery-based learning 

that provides learning opportunities to children 

outside the classroom. In this case, the teacher used 

the method of enquiry to also spread awareness. 

This is different from the formal scientific approach 

which prescribes a dispassionate position. The form 

of research the teacher has used is best termed a 

variant of action-based research. 

 

Survey form for documentation of issue 
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Involving community in improving 

learning outcomes: Youth mentors for 

students 
 

Innovation developed by: Hiren Patel 

 

To improve regularity and to provide students 

specialized attention, involve the community youth 

in mentoring the students. 

 

1. Form an organization/body and recruit 

members from the school staff and village 

youth. 

2. Mobilize youth with B.Ed. and PTC degrees to 

volunteer in the school. 

3. Allocate classrooms to mobilized youth 

volunteers. 

4. Youth volunteers to assist teacher in allocated 

classroom. 

5. Appoint volunteers as mentors for two 

students each.  

6. Volunteers to monitor progress of their set of 

students through home visits, discussions with 

parents, checking test scores, etc. 

7. Honour village elders in school. 

8. Involve entire community in organizing an 

annual day in school. 

Community involvement increases 

accountability of the schooling system and 

improves learning outcomes as a result of 

monitoring by multiple stakeholders. 

Mentorship helps students get personalized 

attention, leading to quicker academic 

progress. It also provides educated youth a 

chance to volunteer and be of service to the 

community. Forming an informal association is 

crucial to give the youth a special identity. 

 
Youth mentors for students 

 

Parental involvement in learning: 

Spreading awareness about the pedagogy 

in the schools 
 

Innovation developed by: Rameshchandra Patel 

 

To increase parental involvement in learning, spread 

awareness about teaching methodology used in 

school through meetings, pamphlets and visits. 

 

1. Prepare a pamphlet explaining the approach 

(in this case, the Pragna approach). 

2. Prepare an invitation card for a parents 

meeting. 

3. Meet parents to invite them for the meeting. 

4. Hold the parents meeting and distribute 

pamphlets. 

5. In the meeting, explain the objectives, process 

and methodology of the Pragna approach; 

also, showcase the Teaching and Learning 

Materials used in this approach. 

6. Arrange classroom visits for parents to 

observe teaching and learning methodology 

used. 

7. Organize an exhibition at the end of the year 

for children to showcase their work and 

learnings to their parents. 

Spreading awareness about the teaching 

methodology increases parental involvement 

in their child’s learning, creating a supportive 

atmosphere for academic growth at home. 

Even in the absence of a Pragna approach, 

explaining and showcasing the regular 

methods and materials used will promote 

parental involvement. 

 
Students work showcased to parents 
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Spreading Awareness in the community: 

Tobacco de-addiction campaign for 

parents 
 

Innovation developed by: DigvijayDabhi 

 

To spread awareness about de-addiction in the 

community, run a campaign for parents through 

discussions, sharing information and meetings. 

 

1. Make students aware of the harmful effects of 

tobacco through sharing information in the 

prayer assembly and through classroom 

discussions. 

2. Create an album containing pictures and 

information on harmful effects of tobacco. 

3. Give the album to each street one-by-one. 

4. Guide students to garner support from other 

family members to help the addicted person in 

their family. 

5. Invite parents in school to take a pledge to quit 

tobacco. 

6. Give certificates to parents who have pledged 

to quit tobacco. 

7. Every 15 days, have a discussion with students 

on the progress made.  

 

Involving children in the de-addiction 

campaign as agents of change makes them 

internalise the harmful effects of tobacco as 

well as promotes self-awareness and problem-

solving ability. A de-addiction campaign for 

parents is also a step towards creating positive 

role models in the community. 

 

 
Exhibition on harmful effects of tobacco 

 

 

Problem-solving and decision-making 

skills: Student-led tobacco de-addiction 

campaign 
 

Innovation developed by: Punit Ramesh Upadhyaya 

 

To develop problem-solving and decision-making 

skills amongst students, guide them to develop and 

execute a tobacco de-addiction campaign 

 

1. Facilitate a discussion amongst students to 

arrive at the main issue (in this case, tobacco 

addiction). 

2. Guide students in brainstorming on ideas to 

solve the problem. 

3. Motivate students to execute the given steps 

as a part of their plan 

a) Go on a fast to make their parents quit 

Gutka. 

b) Organize a Gutka-free rally. 

c) On Rakshabandhan, girls to tie rakhis to 

the men and to make them pledge that 

they would give up their addiction. 

d) Enact street plays on Gutka-free society. 

e) Prepare and give a Memorandum to 

Sarpanch on creating a Gutka free village. 

f) Burn ‘Gutka Raavan.’  

4. Evaluate campaign through conducting 

surveys and through discussions with 

villagers. 

Enabling students to design and implement 

programs for social improvement helps them 

learn real-world skills such as problem-solving 

and decision-making, along with helping them 

internalize the message that they are trying to 

spread awareness about. The use of culturally 

important symbols like the rakhi is also to be 

encouraged. 

 

 
Tobacco de-addiction campaign 
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Increasing community involvement in 

education: Street-Wise Education 
 

Innovation developed by: Rajeshkumar Teriaya 

 

Apply the concept of peer-based learning to enable 

student to learn after-school hours by allocating a 

house in the community to different grade-wise 

study groups.  

 

1. Organize a parents meeting and garner 

support from them to take responsibility for 

teaching the students after school-hours. 

2. Divide students into grade-wise groups. 

3. Appoint grade 7 students as group leaders. 

4. Allocate a house to each group. 

5. Make parents responsible for monitoring the 

group in their house. 

6. Allocate different streets to teachers for 

monitoring. 

 

Opportunities for supervised learning in the 

community ensure that there is continuity 

between the school and home environment. 

This creates a conducive atmosphere that is 

crucial in improving learning outcomes. 

 

 
Learning after school 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Increasing parental involvement and 

monitoring of learning 
 

Innovation developed by: Sukh Munirkhan 

 

To increase parental involvement in their ward’s 

learning, communicate results of each test to 

parents through messaging them on their mobile. 

 

1. Tell students about the importance of 

communicating test results to their parents. 

2. Teach students and parents the procedure to 

view messages on the phone. 

3. Take a test. 

4. Communicate the result to parents the next 

day through SMS. 

5. Evaluate parental involvement through 

analyzing data of tests taken.  

 

Parental involvement and monitoring of 

learning ensures that students get a supportive 

and conducive environment at home to pursue 

their academic goals, which has a positive 

impact on learning outcomes. 

 

 

 

“All schools need to 

look for ways in 

which parental 

participation and 

involvement can be 

encouraged and 

sustained.”- NCF 
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Creating a culture of reading in the 

community 
 

Innovation developed by: Amrutbhai D Patel 

 

To create a culture of reading in the community, 

make books freely available to all villagers by 

keeping a set of books in the village dairy. 

 

1. Raise funds to buy a set of books across 

categories. 

2. Keep these books in the village dairy, for 

villagers to pick up. 

3. Also keep a register at the dairy for villagers to 

enter their name along with the book being 

borrowed. 

4. Encourage students to take interest in extra 

reading. 

5. Provide opportunities to students to read 

books everyday. 

The existence of a culture of reading in the 

community motivates students to take interest 

in reading as well, and ensures that there is a 

consistency in the home and school 

environment. Adults who read in the 

community also act as positive role-models for 

the students. 

 

Developing a relationship of trust with 

parents 
 

Innovation developed by: Kailashben Leelachand 

Prajapati 

 

To convince parents about sending their daughter 

outside the village for a field trip/competition, meet 

them, try to understand their problem and then 

reassure them of their daughter’s safety.  

 

1. Meet the parents and try to understand their 

problem. 

2. Explain the opportunities offered by the 

competition in developing skills in their 

daughter. 

3. Reassure parents by seeking to take full 

responsibility for their daughter’s care. 

 

Increasing community involvement in 

education 
 

Innovation developed by: Sangeeta Rathod 

 

1. Arrange different awareness programs in the 

village such as educational rallies. 

2. Approach parents for their suggestions and 

help for problems facing the school (In this 

case, there was no proper road leading up to 

school). 

3. With the support of parents, approach the 

government officer to improve the roads. 

4. For a problem in the mid-day meal, take the 

support of the parents and approach the 

officer in-charge of the mid-day meal. 

5. For a problem regarding lack of space in 

school, spread awareness amongst the 

villagers. 

6. Arrange for spare land from the villagers and 

construct new classrooms there. 

 

Involving the community in solving school 

problems increases their sense of ownership of 

the school and also builds up a good rapport 

between the teachers and the parents. 

“The school 

environment and 

materials should 

incorporate 

traditional 

language and skills, 

and create a 

stimulating school 

environment that 

responds to the 

child’s home and 

community 

environment. “- NCF 
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Bringing social change and eliminating 

caste-discrimination 
 

Innovation developed by; Mayurkumar Bhikha Rathod 

 

To bring about social change and to eliminate caste-

based discrimination, increase awareness amongst 

the community and make students of different castes 

sit together.  

 

1. Organize a parents’ meeting to speak to them 

about the need for eliminating caste-based 

discrimination. 

2. Show video clips and share stories of Harijan 

reformers. 

3. Spread awareness amongst students about 

caste-discrimination and ways to eliminate it. 

4. Change the seating arrangement of the 

students. 

5. Make a student of the Harijan caste sit with a 

student of some other caste. 

6. Guide students to work with each other and to 

learn from each other. 

7. Make students of different castes sit together 

even during the Mid-day meal. 

8. Encourage students to work with each other 

even after school and to visit each other’s 

houses. 

 

Encouraging students of different castes to sit 

and work together goes a long way in 

eliminating long-held perceptions of backward 

castes and ensures that students internalise 

the values of fairness and equality. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Mobilisation of volunteers from the village 

to make up for the shortage of teachers 
 

Innovation developed by: Paresh Shantilal Dand 

 

To make up for teacher shortage, mobilise 

volunteers from the village to teach the grades 

lacking teachers.  

 

1. Speak to the village community and NGOs in 

the area about the lack of teachers. 

2. Mobilise educated volunteers to teach the 

grades lacking teachers. 

3. Train the volunteers in the fundamentals of 

teaching. 

4. Guide the volunteers to start teaching in 

school. 

5. Monitor the progress of the student. 

 

 

“Improvement of 

the quality of 

education is 

strongly linked to 

the quality of 

physical space, 

textual materials, 

classroom 

processes, 

academic support 

to the teachers, 

assessment 

procedures and 

community 

involvement.”- NCF 
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Eradication of superstitions amongst the 

parents and community members 
 

Innovation developed by: Vikram Gohel 

To address the issue of superstition prevalent 

amongst parents and other community members in 

the village, use children as a change agents, 

through their involvement in cultural and 

awareness generation activities; some of them 

mentioned below; 

 Street play enactment in front of the village 

during their leisure hours or late evening 

hours. Develop the necessary skit yourself or 

with the help of external support (other 

teachers or some volunteers). 

 Make children, organize rallies and other 

public awareness programmes like public 

meetings to address the issue (prepare the 

points and agenda of these meetings 

beforehand and involve children of higher 

standards to engage such gatherings). 

 Invite parents during children’s meetings at 

the school and discuss with them about the 

superstitions prevailing in the community and 

how the issue is to be handled effectively, 

without violating their beliefs.  

 Discuss the issue with the other young people 

of the village. Take their support in handling 

these issues effectively and without 

challenging the beliefs and sensitivity of the 

people. 

 Raise the issue during SMC meetings also and 

involve them in carrying out advocacy with 

the community and parents.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

School-led programs to spread social 

awareness help in strengthening school-

community relations and eventually help in 

changing the image of a school from merely 

being a government institution to that of a 

community institution. 

 

This strategy/activities also can be put to use to; 

 Address the issue of addictions amongst 

parents of children who are studying in the 

school. 

 Generate public sensitivity towards issue of 

female feticide. 

 Other issues perceived by school teacher, 

which require public awareness generation. 

 

“In a progressive 

forward-looking 

society, science can 

play a truly 

liberating role, 

helping people out 

of the vicious circle 

of poverty, 

ignorance and 

superstition.”-  

NCERT 
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Developing a school and promoting 

education in a tribal set-up. 
 

Innovation developed by: Revabhai Prajapati 

It is a challenge to create a conducive environment for 

education in a tribal set up, mostly located in the 

interior areas of the district. There are no readymade 

steps or strategy to address this kind of situation, but 

following steps will certainly help to establish a 

rapport with the community and convince them about 

the importance of educating their children; 

1. Undertake house to house visits at the start of 

the academic year, and talk to them in their 

language. 

2. With the help of village leaders and children, 

try to compile the words and phrases of the 

local dialect, which majority of the children 

speak in the school (detailed steps of this 

process are given cases of Shri Mansingbhai 

Pargi and Shri Ketanbhai Vyas). 

3. Teach children to speak Gujarati clearly, with 

the help of the dialect they usually speak (i.e. 

helping them to understand Gujarati through 

their own dialect). 

4. Familiarize and train teachers, who are not 

local, with the language of the land through 

Gujarati and the compilation of words and 

phrases that have been created. 

5. Organize some events at the school and invite 

parents and other leaders to school functions. 

Involve children in organizing and hosting 

these functions.  

6. Inform the community about the various 

government welfare schemes  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Putting efforts to strengthen the rapport with 

the community and thereby ensuring the 

enrolment and regular attendance of all the 

children will help to achieve the primary goal 

of Right to Education Act, ___ which emphasizes 

on “education for all” 

 

 

“A renewed effort 

should be made to 

implement the 

three-language 

formula, 

emphasising the 

recognition of 

children’s home 

language (s) or 

mother tongue (s) 

as the best medium 

of instruction. 

These include tribal 

languages. “- NCF 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

Special-Focus Group: 

Girls and Disabled 
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Awareness of girls education: Increasing 

community involvement 
 

Innovation developed by: Manisha Jadhav 

 

To improve enrolment and regularity of girl students, 

involve and spread awareness amongst the 

community through puppets, dramas, songs and 

stories.  

 

1. Enact dramas, narrate stories and sing songs 

in the prayer assembly to spread awareness 

about girls education. 

2. Principal to give lectures on girls education. 

3. Take the support of SMC members and the 

Sarpanch to spread awareness in the 

community. 

4. Hold a meeting with mothers to explain the 

importance of girls education.  

5. Show videos prepared by the government and 

other agencies to students and parents 

outlining the advantages of girls’ education. 

6. Use puppetry to spread awareness about the 

issue in the community.  

7. Monitor girls enrolment and regularity.  

 

Spreading awareness about girls education in 

the community helps create support 

mechanisms to ensure increased enrolment as 

well as regularity of girls. 

 

 

 
Spreading awareness about girls education 

 

 

 

Development of work-based skills 

amongst girls 
 

Innovation developed by: Samarjahan Sheikh 

 

To develop work-based skills amongst girls, which can 

also help them generate income, teach them skills 

such as glass painting, ceramic painting etc. 

 

1. Teach girl students skills that can act as 

current as well as future income-generators 

2. Teach these skills: 

 Glass painting 

 Ceramic painting 

 Best out of waste 

 Jewellery making 

3. Help the students in selling these items. 

4. Teach students about the concept of savings 

and ways to save the income generated 

through sale of their products. 

 

Teaching work-based skills to girl students 

helps them generate an income, pick up life 

skills and also to focus on academics without 

worrying about the financial condition at 

home. This reduces the incidence of dropouts 

and enables students to continue their 

education, sometimes through bearing their 

education expenses on their own. 

“An experience of 

involvement in 

productive work in 

an educational 

setting should 

make one 

appreciate the 

worth of social life 

and what is valued 

and appreciated in 

society.”- NCF 
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Confidence-building activity for girl 

students 
 

Innovation developed by: Rajeshkumar Zalariya 

 

To build up confidence in girl students as well as to 

make them self-reliant, organize a karate training 

program for them.  

 

1. Arrange for a space to conduct the training. 

2. Raise funds to buy the necessary equipment. 

3. Speak to parents and girl students of the value 

of karate training. 

4. Prepare a list of interested students. 

5. Speak to people in the village as well as 

outside, who have expertise in Karate. 

6. Convince them to contribute a few hours every 

week to conduct karate training for girl 

students. 

7. Decide upon a karate instructor. 

8. Start karate training in the allocated space. 

9. Involve students, parents, villagers and the 

instructor in reviewing the karate training 

program and its benefits. 

 

 

 
Karate program to build self-confidence  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Inclusive education: Integrating a disabled 

student into the classroom 
 

Innovation developed by: Rameshkumar Chauhan 

 

To integrate a disabled child into a classroom, 

sensitise students and give them responsibilities 

to help the disabled student feel a part of the class.  

 

1. Speak to the parents to convince them to send 

their disabled child to school. 

2. Sensitise students in the classroom to help the 

disabled student whenever required. 

3. Give responsibility to a group of students to 

take the child to toilet everyday. 

4. Motivate the student by frequently praising 

him for his efforts. 

5. Provide differential learning opportunities to 

the student through providing one-on-one 

attention and teaching content catered to his 

learning level and needs. 

 

It is crucial to provide differential support to a 

disabled student to make learning more 

effective, ensure regularity and eventually, 

prevent dropouts. 

“It is important to 

create an inclusive 

environment in the 

classroom for all 

students, especially 

those who are at 

risk of 

marginalisation, 

for instance, 

students with 

disabilities.  

“- NCF 
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Mainstreaming a mentally-challenged 

child 
 

Innovation developed by: Yogendrakumar Patel 

 

To mainstream a mentally-challenged child, involve 

him in school activities by giving him 

responsibility and providing opportunities for 

differentiated learning.  

 

1. Sensitise the students to accept and involve 

the mentally-challenged child in their 

activities.  

2. Tell stories and show videos of mentally-

challenged children who have succeeded in 

life. 

3. Give responsibilities to students to help the 

mentally-challenged child.  

4. Speak to the child one-on-one to find out his 

interests. Give him opportunities to showcase 

his talent. This can be singing, dancing, 

painting, playing instruments etc. 

5. Involve him in activities in the school 

assembly such as  

 Playing the dholak 

 Asking questions  

 Managing and compering the prayer 

assembly 

6. Give responsibilities to him to make him feel a 

part of the school. Give responsibilities such 

as: 

 Arrangements for distribution of food 

during Mid-day meal 

 Closing doors and windows after 

school gets over 

7. Provide opportunities for differential learning  

(In this case, the teacher who is now a CRC co-

ordinator organizes special classes for such 

children a few days a week) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Mainstreaming a mentally-challenged child 

gives him the confidence and motivation to 

continue in school as well as to pick up skills 

that will hold him in good stead, long after 

school is over. 

 

 

“A student with a 

disability has an 

equal right to 

membership of the 

same group as all 

other students. 

Differences 

between students 

must be viewed as 

resources for 

supporting 

learning rather 

than a problem. 

Inclusion in 

education is one of 

the components of 

inclusion in society. 

”- NCF 
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Improving regularity of girl students from 

an underprivileged community 
 

Innovation developed by: Jhiniben Chaganbhai Halpati 

 

To convince irregular girl students to come to school, 

use a multi-pronged approach to spread 

awareness and provide incentives for coming to 

school regularly. 

 

1. Contact parents of irregular students to 

convince them to send their daughters to 

school regularly. 

2. Impart sex education through a doctor and 

explain the importance of keeping one’s body 

clean.  

3. Organize events to increase awareness and 

eliminate superstitions. 

4. Prepare a group of leaders from amongst the 

regular students.  

5. Along with the group of regular students, visit 

the houses of irregular students to motivate 

them to come to school. 

6. Raise money from the community to organize 

field trips for students. 

7. Use field trips as an incentive for students to 

come regularly. 

8. Monitor students’ attendance to evaluate 

effectiveness of measures taken. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Spreading awareness amongst the 

community about girls education and 

increasing enrolment 
 

Innovation developed by: Kanti Parmar 

 

To increase enrolment and regularity of girl students 

in tribal areas, focus on building a strong rapport 

with parents and convincing them of the value of 

education.  

 

1. Contact parents and speak to them about the 

importance of sending girls to school. 

2. Prepare a list of reluctant parents and try to 

convince them through multiple visits. 

3. Make visits to convince parents to enrol their 

daughters and to send them regularly to 

school. 

4. For parents not agreeing due to financial 

reasons, bear the money for their daughters' 

expenses on notebooks, pens etc 

5. Hold regular meetings with villagers to 

reinforce the importance of girls education 

and the various schemes offered by the 

government for their education. 

“In particular, for 

girls and children 

from under-

privileged social 

groups, schools and 

classrooms should 

be spaces for 

discussing 

processes of 

decision-making, 

for questioning the 

basis of their 

decisions, and for 

making informed 

choices.”- NCF 
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Helping children with chronic illness 

pursue education. 
 

Innovation developed by: Ilaben Thaker 

 

In order to help children with chronic illnesses (e.g.  

Thalassemia) to pursue education without major 

hindrance, following activities/processes can be 

implemented; 

1. Continuously provide personal care and 

motivation to such children. 

2. Develop rapport with the parents of such 

children to keep their spirit up. 

3. Consult a teacher who has specialized in 

Children With Special Needs (CWSN) and 

if required also consult some expert to get 

guidance.  

4. Develop a definite plan of action for such 

children. Learn about each illness in as 

much detail as possible so that a child or 

his/her parents can be helped in their 

hour of need. 

5. Discuss with the parents about the various 

activities/processes they can undertake at 

home and what all precautions they need 

to take. 

6. If treatment is expensive and quality 

treatment is not available in government 

dispensaries/ hospitals, look for 

alternative help. If parents are willing, 

search for donors or NGOs that agree to 

give a commitment for bearing the long-

term treatment expenditure. 

7. Keep that donor(s) informed about the 

progress of the child – health-wise as well 

as study-wise.  

8. Involve such donor(s) in school activities, 

where the kid(s) that they are sponsoring 

are involved.  

9. Organize a small function at school level to 

felicitate donor(s).  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The process is helpful to those children who are 

suffering from chronic illness and/or suffering 

from illness whose treatments involve heavy 

monetary expenditure, which is difficult for 

their parents to bear. It helps in moving closer 

to one of the major goals of RTE, which puts 

emphasis on “Education for all.” 

 

The process can be expanded to find out such help for: 

 Children with other physical challenges. 

 

“Teaching and 

learning processes 

in the classroom 

should be planned 

to respond to the 

diverse needs of 

students. Teachers 

can explore positive 

strategies for 

providing 

education to all 

children, including 

those perceived as 

having 

disabilities.”- NCF 

 



 

School-Infrastructure 
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Creating ‘learning spaces’ in the 

classroom: Enhancing the learning 

environment 
 

Innovation developed by: Mukeshkumar Lathiya 

 

To enhance students’ cognitive development, make 

the classroom child-friendly and conducive for 

learning by dividing the classroom in multiple 

learning spaces.  

 

1. Set up a library corner in the classroom where 

students can read books freely. 

2. Put up a notice board that has information 

about upcoming tests, birthdays, news and 

interesting facts. 

3. Create a space to put student records, group 

projects, and weekly evaluations. 

4. Create subject-based corners in the classroom 

such as bank corner, post corner, health 

centre, science corner etc. Keep charts and 

information related to that particular subject 

in the subject corner.  

5. Attach a nameplate with the name of the 

student to each desk. Also, keep a pen-stand 

on each desk 

 

A child-friendly classroom with easy access to 

different sources of knowledge encourages 

constructivism and higher-order thinking. The 

concept of dividing the classroom into spaces 

where different kinds of learning can take 

place results in a more conducive environment 

for education.  

 

 
Child-friendly classroom 

 

Innovation to overcome water scarcity 
 

Innovation developed by: Babubhai Mor 

 

1. Raise funds from donors and organisations. 

2. Involve parents in contributing 10% of the 

funds required. 

3. Dig a 12 feet deep pit in a pond near school. 

4. Dig a 20 feet deep well in the school 

compound. 

5. Create a filtering chamber in the pond. 

6. Put a plastic pipe in the chamber and connect 

it to the well. 

7. Cover the chamber with a coating of small 

pebbles, stones and sand on top. 

8. Once water accumulates in the well, put a 

submersible motor to pull the water up. 

9. Set up a Sintex tank for water storage. 

10. Allow students and villagers to use the water 

in the Sintex tank for their everyday needs. 

 

 

 

 
Well created to overcome water scarcity 
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Activity-based learning: Creation of a 

learning space outside school 
 

Innovation developed by: Girish Prajapati 

 

To enable activity-based learning in the face of space 

constraints in the classroom, create an activity 

corner in a space outside school.  

 

1. Identify a space outside but close to school 

that can be used as an activity corner. 

2. Involve the community in cleaning the 

identified space. 

3. Involve the girl students and women of the 

village in transforming the floor of the space 

with the use of wet soil, clay and rangoli 

colours and traditional patterns.  

4. Put up a slogan about reading to encourage 

students to read. 

5. Next to the slogan, put up paintings drawn by 

children. 

6. Cut up old plastic cans and use them as 

containers for books. 

7. Keep different level books in the plastic cans. 

8. Arrange a space in the activity corner for 

students to play carom and chess. 

9. Conduct activities related to the curriculum in 

the activity corner. This can include 

experiments, creation of models, etc. 

 

Creation of a space for activity-based learning 

outside school develops creative thinking as 

well as a spirit of enquiry amongst students. It 

also questions the notion that learning can 

happen only within the classroom by creating a 

non-formal school near the formal school. This 

concept can be extended to other areas of the 

village which can be used as sites of learning—

for instance, a nearby forest, wetland, lake, etc. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
                         Non-formal space for learning 

 

 

“When children are 

asked about the 

kinds of spaces they 

like, very often they 

want to be in a 

place that is 

colourful, friendly 

and peaceful, with 

lots of open space 

offering  with small 

nooks and corners, 

animals, plants, 

flowers, trees and 

toys.  ”- NCF 
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Segmentation of the classroom into 

subject-based corners 
 

Innovation developed by: Sangeeta Khumaan 

 

To provide opportunities for students to learn 

independently as well as in groups, create subject 

corners in the classroom and keep relevant 

learning materials for the students to use on their 

own.  

 

1. Set up subject corners in class. Have corners 

for Maths-Science, Social Science and 

Languages. 

2. Put up shelves for each subject corner and put 

materials corresponding to each subject in this 

corner. 

3. For the Math-Science corner, use these 

materials: 

 Cards with formulas written on them 

 Reference books 

 Pictures of shapes pasted in drawing 

books 

 Relevant information compiled from 

the internet 

4. For the Social-Science corner, use these 

materials: 

 A Physical map of India 

 Different pieces of the Physical map 

cut together such as rivers, states etc.  

 Guide students to match the piece with 

the actual map to understand their 

location 

 Newspaper clippings of natural 

disasters 

5. For the language corner, use these materials: 

 Word cards, which students can 

combine to form sentences 

 Newspaper cuttings of poems, articles, 

stories etc. 

6. Guide the students to learn independently 

using materials from this corner when the 

teacher is not around or when there is a free 

period and even during recess. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

7. Provide differentiated instruction and learning 

opportunities for students. Teach a weaker 

group of students and guide higher students to 

learn independently using the materials in the 

corners.  

 

Creation of subject corners in the classroom 

results in the classroom consisting of various 

learning as opposed to being an independent 

unit. These separate learning spaces make it 

easier for subject-wise materials to be 

arranged together and to offer differential 

learning opportunities to students. 

 

 

 
Subject corners in the class 
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Developing a school from scratch in an 

urban setting, against the challenge of 

private schools in vicinity. 
 

Innovation developed by: Niketaben Vyas 

To develop a school, from the scratch, while building 

infrastructure and procedures as well as motivating 

children and their parents for enrolment is a huge 

challenge. While there is a tough competition of 

private sector school in close vicinity, many times, 

changing perception of the children and parents in 

particular requires lots of hard and committed work 

and perseverance. While there is no blue-print on how 

these challenges can be overcome, below are few 

steps which can be of help; 

1. Prepare a plan for school development. Take 

the help of colleagues and if possible, some 

experts (BRCC, CRCC). 

2. If there is any nuisance being created by 

community living in surrounding areas, stop 

them. Take the help of legal procedures, if 

needed (i.e. informing police in case required). 

3. Create a definite plan to undertake enrolment 

drive, make door-to-door visits to community, 

inquiring about children of school going age 

and persuading them to get enrolled in 

government school, by elaborating on various 

benefits being rendered by the government. 

4. If there are children in the community, who 

have dropped out but are still of school going 

age, get them enrolled in STP classes.  

5. Prepare a list of goods, furniture, equipments 

required and get it from school development 

grant and if that is not possible, chart out a 

plan for resource mobilization and undertake 

a resource mobilization drive. 

6. Spend time together with colleagues and 

develop lesson delivery plan to complete the 

syllabus in time. Prepare a list of activities and 

TLMs required for this purpose. If TLM is 

required to be prepared, do it. 

7. Organize meetings with parents on a regular 

basis, telling them about the progress of their 

children and also the future course of action. 

Also asks for them if any support is required. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

8. Organize various extracurricular activities for 

children and involve them in creative work. If 

possible organize the exhibition of their work 

once or twice during the year and invite their 

parents. 

This process is useful in attracting those 

children to will be useful to attract children to 

school, who otherwise would be left out of 

formal schooling, because of being unable to 

afford to schooling. This also will help in 

establishing and strengthening school-

community relationship, as emotional bond 

will keep them attached to the school. 
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Developing school building through 

resource mobilization. 
 

Innovation developed by: Chandubhai Ahir. 

Enough grants are provided under SSA, for school 

infrastructure development. However, there are some 

cases where extra resources are required to develop 

school infrastructure, beyond what is given and 

developed through SSA grant. Following process can 

help in getting enough resources and establishing 

school through mobilizing resources from external 

sources; 

1. Identify the requirement of infrastructure, in 

terms of extra rooms or additional furniture 

etc.  

2. Prepare a priority wise list of things to be 

done.  

3. Identify potential donors, in surrounding area, 

where school is located; the list may include 

a. Past students who studied in the same 

school and are now economically well 

off. 

b. Some philanthropic industrialist of the 

same or surrounding village 

c. If the village is in vicinity of some 

industrialist belt, then some corporate 

house can also be identified for 

support. 

d. Local politician MLA or MP. 

4. Prepare a proper proposal for support 

required along with the development vision 

and plan. 

5. Invite such potential donors to visit the school 

and show them positive learning outcomes of 

the school. 

6. Organize a culture programme to felicitate the 

donors, who commit to support the school.  

7. Once financial support is available, identify 

cost effective ways to get optimum results of 

the money being spent. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

8. Keep the transactions of the money received  

and spent extremely transparent. Sarpanch 

(head of the village) and/or other village 

leaders or some parents must be actively 

involved in the entire process. 

9. Once the result is achieved, for which the 

support or funding was provided, organize a 

meeting or function to share it with donors (if 

money is received for building rooms or 

erecting other facilities in the school, invite 

donors to have a look at the finished work) 

10. Organize a formal function, with involvement 

of Sarpanch and other village leaders and 

parents to felicitate the donor and honour 

them in the presence of the village. 

11. Keep immediate superiors like CRC 

Coordinator, BRC Coordinator, Education 

Inspector and if possible even District Primary 

Education Officer, in the loop during the entire 

process and take necessary support wherever 

required. 

 

This kind of innovations helps to improve the 

school infrastructure and provide children 

with additional facilities, which might not be 

made available with the routine SSA Grant. The 

better ambiance and facilities will definitely 

attract children to school and eventually help 

in improving regular attendance and thereby 

learning outcomes.  

 



 

DIET Lecturers, BRCs, CRCs 

and Principals 
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Distance-mode of learning to develop 

technological competencies amongst 

teachers 
 

Innovation developed by: Ketan Thaker 

 

To develop technological competencies amongst 

teachers, use the distance mode of training 

teachers. 

 

1. Invite one teacher from each school in the 

cluster for a training program.  

2. CRC co-ordinator and Taluka’s computer 

specialists to train the teachers. 

3. Arrange for one computer for each teacher to 

practice on. 

4. Teach them the given skills: 

 Emailing 

 Connecting to the internet 

 Scanning 

 Connecting the mobile and the 

computer 

 Blog creation 

5. At the end of the session, create email 

accounts for all teachers. 

6. Mail all important circulars, educational 

resources directly to teachers. 

7. Evaluate teachers based on replies to emails 

and on use of technology for teaching in the 

classroom. 

 

 
Training on using technology 

 

 

 

 

 

Provision of online resources to teachers 

for professional development and for 

effective teaching in the classroom 
 

 

Innovation developed by: Lakhabhai Chundavadra 

 

To provide various resources to teachers in the entire 

block on an ongoing basis, set up a website to 

communicate important announcements as well as to 

share various educational resources 

 

1. Blog created using Google Blogger. 

2. Information available on the blog 

 Important circulars of meetings and other 

announcements 

 BRC and CRC level training materials 

 Photographs of events 

 E-copies of different magazines 

 Names of different plants in the BRC 

garden and their medicinal uses 

 Information about different subjects and 

materials to enable teachers to set up 

subject  corners in their school 

 List of educational websites and other 

resources for teachers to use to teach 

effectively in the classroom 

 List of  websites that provide basic 

instructions on learning computers 

 

The virtual sharing of educational resources 

enables greater reach and also builds up 

technological competencies in teachers, which 

is a crucial 21st century skill. 

 

 
 Educational resources shared online 
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Use of modules and application-based 

learning to develop communication skills 

amongst teachers 
 

Innovation developed by: Rohit Raval 

 

To develop communication skills in English amongst 

teachers, prepare a comprehensive training 

module, containing various activities.  

1. Communicate with teachers in English 

wherever possible. 

2. Give English reference material to 

teachers, including audio-visual materials. 

3. Set a time-frame for teachers to go 

through the materials. 

4. Conduct training programs on integrating 

English into the daily routine of school. 

 

To develop English communication skills amongst 

students, integrate English into the daily routine 

1. Say English prayers and Pledge twice a week. 

2. Teach students English words connected to 

their everyday life. 

3. Teach students the conversation structure 

using the 5 question words. 

4. Encourage students to speak with each other 

in English. Allocate time in the English period 

for students to have conversations with each 

other. 

5. Make students listen to audio/videos in 

English. 

6. Evaluate students through: 

 Observing fluency in everyday 

conversations 

 Projects which require use of English  

This method, which encourages use of English 

in everyday situations, develops life-skills 

through application-based learning. It 

supplements the new focus on English skills 

that is being promoted by the government. It 

can be enriched with the addition of English 

language newspapers or magazines, if 

available in the town. 

 

 

Providing professional development 

opportunities to teachers 
 

Innovation developed by: Kedar Jayant Rana 

 

To develop a culture of learning in the school, focus 

on providing professional development 

opportunities to teachers.  

 

1. Organize the celebration of different days such 

as Hindi day, Quit Tobacco day etc., at the 

Cluster level, with the help of the teachers. 

2. Organize exposure visits for teachers.  

3. Arrange for books from Universities, libraries 

and other sources for teachers. 

4. Provide opportunities for teachers to read the 

books that have been procured. 

Professional development of teachers will lead 

to increased motivation as well as increased 

effectiveness of teaching in the classrooms, 

eventually leading to better learning outcomes 

for students. 

 

Developing language proficiency in 

teacher trainees 
 

Innovation developed by: Dr. J.B. Joshi 

To develop language proficiency in teacher trainees, 

analyse their areas of improvement and organize 

workshop targeted at these areas.  

 

1. Take a written test of Hindi and Gujarati to 

gauge the language proficiency of teacher 

trainees. 

2. Analyse the areas of improvement for the 

teacher trainees. 

3. Invite teachers who are subject experts in 

language to hold a workshop for the trainees. 

4. In the workshop, provide opportunities for 

group learning, discussion and presentations. 

5. Evaluate learnings from the workshop 

through a written test for the trainees. 
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Improvement in quality of education 

through involvement of multiple 

stakeholders 
 

Innovation developed by: Sanjaykumar Baldevbhai 

Patel 

 

Improve the quality of education at the Taluka level 

by using data and preparing mechanisms to 

review and evaluate progress at school, cluster 

and block levels.  

 

1. Use Gunotsav data to find areas of 

improvement.  

2. Based on Gunostav guidelines for school 

infrastructure and teaching methodologies, 

prepare a monitoring framework for BRCs and 

CRCs. 

3. Organize an internal Gunostav in the Taluka. 

4. Based on both Gunostavs, prepare a list of 

weak schools.  

5. Focus on providing guidance and support to 

the weak schools identified. 

6. Set a target for each school to strive towards. 

7. At the BRC level, organize a progress review 

with CRCs twice a month. Review work done 

by CRCs and give necessary guidance.  

8. Organize meetings for Principals to meet 

together to reflect on the progress. 

9. Give effective guidance focused on improving 

the quality of education to teachers during 

training sessions. 

10. Set up an effective evaluation system to 

measure progress of all students from Grades 

3-8. 

11.  Instruct teachers to identify and prepare a list 

of slow learners. 

12. Take extra measures to help slow learners 

progress. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Equal involvement of stakeholders at different 

levels is crucial for successful implementation 

of a plan. Providing opportunities for CRCs and 

Principals to meet within their groups to reflect 

on group goals is important in creating a 

culture of collaboration and ownership for a 

shared goal. 

 

 

 
 Meeting of different stakeholders 
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Developing dictionary of local dialect to 

facilitate education process. 
 

Innovation developed by: Ketan Vyas 

In order to overcome the problem of language barrier, 

develop a dictionary containing words, verbs, 

phrases etc. used by children in their day to day 

conversation along with their Gujarati and English 

meaning. Follow below written process for this; 

1. Prepare a team comprising of local teachers 

(who are well versed with the local dialect), 

selected parents, village leaders (Sarpanch & 

other social, religious leaders who are 

conversant with the culture and tradition of a 

particular ethnic group) 

2. Involve them in the process of collecting the 

words, phrases being used by the particular 

group in that geographic region. 

3. Prepare a compilation of this collection, in an 

alphabetical or other logical order, along with 

their Gujarati and English 

meanings/synonyms. 

4. Circulate it amongst people who are involved 

in the process, to check for accuracy.  

5. Involve all the teachers of the clusters/block 

where this language/dialect is being spoken to 

familiarize and train them in speaking the 

dialect in correct pronunciation (take the help 

of local teacher who is well-versed with the 

language or one of those leaders who was 

involved in the compilation process).  

6. Initiate the use of this dialect in school during 

assembly, mass drill and other such 

gatherings.  

7. Recommend to teachers to use only the local 

dialect while talking to lower grade children to 

make them feel comfortable in the school. 

8. Undertake regular impact evaluation of 

improvement of the performance of the 

children in their tests and other evaluation. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

This process helps in establishing 

and/strengthening the rapport with the 

children, who speak the language in their 

domestic set-ups and are not very familiar with 

the language being used for education (in this 

case Gujarati). It also helps children to develop 

a gradual understanding of Gujarati (or other 

vernacular language being used generally in 

the region for education). 

 

Student-oriented learning environment: 

Feedback from students to improve school 
 

Innovation developed by: Mahesh Makwana 

 

Create an environment that is conducive for learning 

and student-centric through taking feedback from 

students on their opinion of school 

 

1. In the prayer assembly, tell students about the 

importance of giving feedback. Tell students to 

give feedback on different aspects of school.  

2. Tell students about the different ways in 

which they can give feedback 

 In the prayer assembly publicly 

 Through meeting the Principal in the 

office 

 Through writing anonymous notes 

3. Read through the feedback and take decisions, 

based on suggestions and recommendations 

given by the students. 

 

 

 

 



 

 

  

Database of Innovative 

teachers 
  



 

 
 

 

PRAHLAD NARSINHBHAI 
GAJJAR 

Metal primary school, Ta : 
Bavala, Dist : Ahmedabad 

Mo. No :9724031677 
Email: 

prahladngajjar@gmail.com 
 

 

 

 
 

LAKSHMANBHAI 
RAMABHAI BAREYA 

Friyadka primary school, 
Vartej, Dist : Bhavnagar 
Mo. No : 9574329936 

Email: 
abkathiriya@gmail.com 

 

 

 

YOGESH DILIPBHAI RAVAL 
Shri kanatalav pri. School 

Ta : Savarkundala, Dis : 
Amreli. 

Pin : 364515 
Mo. No : 94084 65728 
               94084 65727 

E-mail: 
yogesh.raval7@gmail.com 

 

 

KALPESHBHAI L. 
CHOTALIYA 

Shri. Mevasa primary 
school, at. Mevasa, Ta : 

Dwaraka, Dist : Jamnagar 
Mo. No : 9328293154 

Email: 
kalpeshchotalia9@gmail.co

m 
 

  
GANPATRAM MAGANLAL 

TRIVEDI 
Pre. Center school, 

Kumbharvaadi, Ta : Veerpur, 
Dist : Kheda-388225 

Mo. No : 9099680393 
 E-mail:  

dietkathlal@gmail.com 

 

 

MAHESHBHAI RAMANBHAI 
PARMAR 

Primary school Gamotpura, 
(Chikhodara), Ta : Dist : 

Aanand 
Mo. No : 9428488382 

Email: 
maheshparmar1949@gmail

.com 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

REENA SUKHDIYA 
Mukhy kanya shaala, petlaad, 

Ta : Petlaad, Dist : Aanand 
Mo. No : 9429665170 

E-mai: 
joshpina.macwan@yahoo.co

m 

 CHIRAGI PANCHAL 
Chtrapati shivaaji maharaj 

primary school ( morning) , 
opp. Farepura police 

station, vadodara. 
Mo. No : 9974657177 

E-mai: 
bhimanink@gmail.com 

 

 
 

 
NILESHKUMAR RAMANLAL 

SOLANKI 
Primary School.At&Post -

Kanjoda 
Ta:Nadiad    Dist:Kheda 
MO. NO :9427312393 

E-mail : 
dietkathlal@gmail.com 

  
VIPUL CHAUHAN 

C.r.c. Boridra, Ta :Nadod, 
Dist : Narmada 

MO. NO :9601087677 
E.mail: 

crc.nmd.nandod.boridra@g
mail.com 

 
 

mailto:maheshparmar1949@gmail.com
mailto:maheshparmar1949@gmail.com
mailto:joshpina.macwan@yahoo.com
mailto:joshpina.macwan@yahoo.com


 
 

HETALBEN KARSHANBHAI  
PATEL 

Gujrati primary school, 
Jamanvihir,at. Jamanvihir,  

post.  Gadhvi 
Ta : Ahwa, Dist. Dang  pin. 

Code-394710 
Mo. No : 9427173332, 

E-mail: 
Crc.dng.ahw.gadhvi@gmail.co

m 
 

 DHARMESHBHAI RATILAL 
PATEL 

Primary school Kumkotar, 
Ta : Mahuva, Dist : Surat- 

396510 
MO. NO :9427089449 

E.mail:dharmeshpatel4677
@gmail.com 

 

 
 

 
 
 
 

AKBARBHAI SULEMANBHAI 
MULTANI 

Salatiyapura from the 
Khodiyar Temple Road 

khodiyaranagara 
(lambhavela) Ta. Dist. Anand. 

Pin: 387310 
Mo. No :9426500865 

Email:multani1964@gmail.co
m 

 DHARMESHKUMAR S 
PATEL 

Primary school Maalset, Ta : 
Umargaam, Dist : Valsad- 

396100 
Mo. No : 7874302547 

E-mail : 
patelmeshvi_ds@yahoo.co

m 

 
 

 

MR. SHARAD LUKADU PATIL 
Nagar primary Marathi school 

no.2, Garda Chaal, Near 
Railway Station (West), 

Navsari. 
Mo. No : 9427127034 

Email: 
sharadpatil71@gmail.com 

 
 
 

 
 

MR.RAJU DABHI 
Shree Reva primary school, 

Reva K.V Shaala, Ta : 
Umrada, Dist : 

Mo. No : 9737617376 
E-mail : 

raju.dabhi@yahoo.com 

 
 

BHARATKUMAR JOSHI 
Shree Pathakadasim primary 
school, Raana-Vadvalaa, Ta : 
Ranavaav, Dist : Porbandar. 

Mo. No :9904937650 
Email: 

diet_por@yahoo.com 

 
 

 

ROSHNI DESAI 
Maharana Pratap primary 

girls school, sayajiganj-
16,opp. Methodist church, 

Fatehganj, Vadodara. 
Mo. No :9099920947 

Email: 
roshnidesai_89@yahoo.co.i

n 
 

 

 

MR.SURSINGH PARMAR 
Vitthalpur primary school, Ta 
:Kodinar, Dist : Gir Somnath 

Junagadh 
Mo. No :9275112638 

E-mail: 
sursinhp@yahoo.com 

 

 

JAAGRUTIBEN PANDYA 
Nagar Primary School No 
20, Shikhodi Talavadi, C P 

College Road, Nr.100 Ft 
Lane  Road, Anand Ta: 

Anand, Dist: Anand 
Mo. No :9429664549 

E-mail 
:arvind5218@yahoo.in 

mailto:Crc.dng.ahw.gadhvi@gmail.com
mailto:Crc.dng.ahw.gadhvi@gmail.com
mailto:dharmeshpatel4677@gmail.com
mailto:dharmeshpatel4677@gmail.com
mailto:patelmeshvi_ds@yahoo.com
mailto:patelmeshvi_ds@yahoo.com
mailto:raju.dabhi@yahoo.com
mailto:arvind5218@yahoo.in


 

 
 

CHETAN SHAH 
Gyaspura primary school. At. 
Gyaspura, Dist : Ahmedabad 

Mo. No : 98240 11731 
Email: chetan_79@ymail.com 

 

 
 

HIREN PATEL 
Primary school Aankalva, at 

Aankalva, Haansot, Dist : 
Bharuch- 393030 

Mo. No : 9429556596 
Email: 

p.sala.ankalva1936@gmail.
com 

 

 

 

MR. RAMESHCHANDRA B. 
PATEL 

Primary school, Navatariya, 
Ta : Ankleshvar, Dist : 

Bharuch 
Mo. No :9426859056 

Email:rameshchandra.patel19
61@gmail.com 

 

 DIGVIJAY DABHI 
Dhinkwali Primary School, 
Dhinkwali Post.Samadhiya 
no.1, Ta :Botad, Dist.Botad 

MO. NO :9898174587 
E-mail: 

dabhi.digvijay2012@gmail.
com 

 

PUNIT RAMESHBHAI 
UPADHYAY 

M.S.D Muncipal School Board, 
School No.53, Akhlol Jakat 

Naka, Mahadev Nagar, 
Bhavanagar 

Mo. No :7874678784 
E-mail: 

punit481981@gmail.com 

 SUKH MUNIRKHAN 
Shree Pingali primary 

school, Pingali, Ta : Talaja 
Vaaya Taana, Dist : 

Bhavnagar 
Mo. No :9725413474 

E-mail: 
bloch.munirkhang@gmail.c

om 

 TERAIYA RAJESHKUMAR R 
Shree Bhakshi 1 Primary  

school 
At: Bhakshi 1 

Po:Mota Aagariya,  Ta: Rajula 
di: Amreli pin no: 365560 

Mo. No :9925986553 
Email:  

bhakshischool1@gmail.com 

 AMRUTBHAI D PATEL 
Primary school, 

Aambayaani, Ta : Vaansada, 
Dist : Navsari 

Mo. No :9426867636 
E-mail: 

dietnavsari@yahoo.com 
 

 

SANGEETABEN LALAJIBHAI 
RATHOD 

Kaivalnagar Prathmik Shala 
Post Sakrda Taluka Vadodara 

Mo. No :9904720734 
Email:sangita_darji@yahoo.co

m 
 

 KAILASHBEN 
LEELACHAND PRAJAPATI 
Parthampura  shi. Primary 

school. Ta :savli  Dist: 
Vadodara Pin: 391770 

 
 

 

MR.PARESH DAND 
Naredi Primary School, 
Abdasa, Katcch-370030 

Mo. No :9909120383 
E- mail: 

dietkachchh@yahoo.co.in 

 MAYURKUMAR BHIKHA 
RATHOD 

Rathod Mayur Kumar B. 
Shri Danki Vistar 
village-Adityana 

Ta-Ranavav 
Dist-Porbandar 
Pin no.-360545 

 
 

mailto:dabhi.digvijay2012@gmail.com
mailto:dabhi.digvijay2012@gmail.com
mailto:punit481981@gmail.com
mailto:bloch.munirkhang@gmail.com
mailto:bloch.munirkhang@gmail.com
mailto:dietkachchh@yahoo.co.in


 MR.VIKRAM GOHEL 
Shree Aajak primary school, 

Aatroli Pay Center, Ta : 
Mangroad, Dist : Junagadh-

362225 
Mo. No :9979361971 

E-mail: 
gohilvikram14@gmail.com 

 

 REVABHAI PRAJAPATI 
At & Po: Bamnoj, Ta: Danta, 

Dist :Banaskantha 
Mo. No :9427535759 
               9913126578 

 

 KETAN MAHENDRAPRASAD 
THAKAR 

Crc Nadishala, Primary School 
Campus, Taluko-Detroj, 

Dist_Ahmedabad, Nadishala 
Mo. No : 9925148301 

Email: 
ketanmthakar@gmail.com 

 MAHESH MAKWANA 
Shree Krushnapara primary 

school, Krashan nagar ( 
Nana Hadlo), Ta : Dist : 

Botad 
Mo. No : 9924773138 

E-mail: 
ankur1984patel@yahoo.co

m 

 ROHITKUMAR CHANDULAL 
RAVAL 

B.R.C Detroj,Ta : 
Detroj,Dist:Ahmedabad 
Mo. No : 9998002868 

Email:brc.abd.detroj@gmail.c
om 

 

 PATEL SANJAYKUMAR 
BALDEVBHAI 

Brc co-ordinator, Vijapur 
Brc bhavan, Vijapur 

Taluka school campus 
Post office ni bajuma 
khatrikuva, vijapur 

Ta: vijapur dist: Mehsana 
Pin: 382870 

Mo. No : 99095 35082 
Office: 02763-220551 

E-mail: 
brc.msn.vijapur@gmail.com 

 KEDAR JAYANT RANA 
CRC Coordinator, Jalalpor 
Centre, Ta: Jalalpur, Dist: 

Navsari, 396421 
Mo. No : 9924510198 

E-mail: 
gcnvsjalwpor@gmail.com 

 

 

LAKHABHAI 
CHUNDAVADRA 

B.r.c. Name : b.r.c. Bhavan, 
Ranavav 

Block : Ranavav 
Dist: Porbandar - 360575 

Mo. No : 9879376656 
 

 

KETAN VYAS 
CRC, Jaat, Ta. Daantiwada, Di: 

Banaskantha 
 
 
 

 Dr. J.B.JOSHI, LECTURER 
DIET, Palanpur, Dist : 

Banaskantha. 
Mo. No : 9427598202 

Email: 
dr.j.b.joshi64@gmail.com 

 

 

MUKESHKUMAR LAVJIBHAI 
LATHIYA 

Shri. Dhamel pay center 
school, Ta : Lathi., Dist- 

Amreli. 
Mo. No :9725981421 

Email: 
lathiyamukesh11@gmail.com 

  

GIRISH PRAJAPATI 
Pansar pagarkendra school, 

Ta : Gandhinagar, Dist : 
Kalol 

Mo. No : 9723604581 
Email:crc.gnr.kalol.pansar@

gmail.com 

mailto:ketanmthakar@gmail.com
mailto:ankur1984patel@yahoo.com
mailto:ankur1984patel@yahoo.com


 

SANGEETA KHUMAAN 
Primary school, cluster 

Jadeshwar,  Navatrva, Ta :Dist 
: Bharuch 

Mo. No : 9426830284 
E-mail : 

sangitafenil@gmail.com 

 BABUBHAI GELABHAI MOR 
Shri. Malisaravaandh 

primary school, Bhimasar, 
Ta- Katchpara 

Ph.No : 9925640338 
Email: 

padamparbgmor@yahoo.co
m 

 NIKETABEN VYAS 
Ellis Bridge Municipal School 

no 30, Rajiv Nagar 
Shreyas Tekra, Ambawadi 

Ahmedabad -380015 
Mo. No :9724339411 

9974014881 
E-mail: 

vyasniketa@gmail.com 
 

MR.CHANDUBHAI AHIR 
Chokhd primary school, Ta : 

Jalalpor, Dist : Navsari 
Mo. No :9825883869 

E-mail: 
nimesh1975@gmail.com 

 

 

DEVYANIBEN ANILKUMAR 
TRIVEDI 

Primary school, Shiholi 
Moti,Dist : & Ta :  

Gandhinagar382355 
Mo. No : 96019 71572 

(r) 98790 30675 
E-mail : 

devyanibenatrivedi@yahoo.in 

  

 

PRITI RUPCHND GANDHI 
Kalol primary school no-9, 
near ice factory, Ta : Kalol, 

Dist : Gandhinagar 
Mo. No : 9712971109 

Email: 
kalolprimaryschoolno9@gma

il.com  

NIKUNJKUMAR VYAS 
Dr, Hedgevar Primary 

School No-72, 
Vardhamannagar, Near 

Water Tank, Bharatnagar, 
Bhavnagar 

Mo. No :9428181179 
Email:nikunjbvyas@gmail.c

om 
 

 

SHEIKH TASLIMA HUSSAIN 
Shree olvan primary school, 

Taluka: Una, district: Gir-
Somnath 

Mo. No :9428954468 
E- mail: 

taslima.sheikh@yahoo.in 

 

KRUPA ANILKUMAR 
BHAVSAAR 

Bhadeli Navapura primary 
school, Bhadeli Jaglala, Ta : 

Dist : Valsad. 
Mo. No : 9638961255 

E-mail: 
krupa15682@gmail.com 

 

NITESHKUMAR 
SHANKARLAL CHAUHAN 

Ambikanagar primary 
school.At :Ranapur u.vas 

Post:Ranapur Vachalo Vas. 
Block:Deesa.Dist:banaskantha

(north gujarat )India 
Pin:385535 

Mo. No :09429309423 
E-mail: 

deesaambikanagar@gmail.co
m  

 ZARNA DOSHI 
Shreemati Narmadaben 

Keshavji Vora nagar 
primary school no-16, 

Shreenagar, Mahuva, Dist : 
Bhavnagar. 

Mo. No : 9427751050 
E-mail: 

zaranadoshi4@gmail.com 
 

mailto:vyasniketa@gmail.com
mailto:krupa15682@gmail.com
mailto:deesaambikanagar@gmail.com
mailto:deesaambikanagar@gmail.com


 PUSHPA MANVAR 
Shree Virpur pe. Se. School, 

Ta : Ranavaav, Dist : 
Porbandar 

Mo. No :9427687636 
E-mail: 

dipakkamani77@gamil.com 

 MOULI DAVE 
Shree Bhod seem Shaala 

no.2, Bhod, Ta : Raanavaav, 
Dist : Porbandar 

Mo. No :9714556020 
E-mail: 

maulimynade@gmail.com 

 KOKILABEN PATEL 
Shri Haansalpur Prathmik 

Shala, Ta. Maandal, 
Ahmedabad 

 

DHANUBEN MAGANLAL 
PATEL 

Gandhi Vidhyamandir, 
Piplgabhan, Ta : Chikhli, 

Dist : Navsari 
Mo. No : 9979281139 

E-mail: 
margitrivedi@yahoo.com 

 RAGHU B. VASOYA 
Anjar Nagar primary school 

no. 16,opp. B.r.c. Bhavan, 
Anjar- Kachchh 

Mo. No :9429082580 
E-mail: 

dietkachchh@yahoo.co.in 
  

MR.RAMESH ROSHIYA 
Crc co- ordinator, Kodaka, 

(roha), Ta : Nakhtrana, Dist 
: Kachchh 

Mo. No :9979525815 
E-mail: 

rameshroshiya@gmail.com  

 MANISHA JADHAV 
Primary school, Dehgaam, Ta 

: Dist : Bharuch 
Mo. No : 9427103301 

Email:dietbharuch@yahoo.co.
in 
 

 SAMARJAHAN SHEIKH 
Bahiyal Urdu primary 

school, Bahiyal, Ta : 
Dehgaam, Dist : 

Gandhinagar 
Mo. No : 9638198330 

E-mail: 
samarjahanshaikh@gmail.c

om 
 MR.RAJESHKUMAR 

ZALARIYA 
Chhapara primary school, Ta : 

Anavilas, Dist : Navsari 
Mo. No :9662867827 

E- mail: 
rajeshzalariya@gmail.com 

 

 

RAMESHKUMAR CHAUHAN 
C.R.C.Co. Pratappura, 

Santrampur, Mahisagar, 
Pin.-389260 

Mo. No :9427057782 
Email: 

rameshchauhan.crb1@gmai
l.com 

 

 YOGENDRAKUMAR PATEL 
Timbi primary school, block, 

Jetpurpavi, Vadodara 
Mo. No :9427445915 

E-
mail:patelyogendra57@gmail.

com 
 

 JHINIBEN CHAGANBHAI 
HALPATI 

Kalod girls school, Ta : 
Bardoli, Dist : Surat 

Mo. No : 8141125790 
E-

mail:hetalpahal@gmail.com 
 

 KANTI PARMAR 
C.r.c. Bhavan, Savali, Ta : 
Savali, Dist : Vadodara. 
Mo. No :99796684121 

E-mail: 
kantibhai1672@gmail.com 

 

 

THAKAR ILABEN 
HARASUKHLAL 

K.k.koticha Pri. School, 
Khodiyarnagar, Kothariya, 

Rajkot 
Mo. No : 9427266428 

Email: 
thakarila6666@gmail.com 

mailto:margitrivedi@yahoo.com
mailto:rameshroshiya@gmail.com
mailto:samarjahanshaikh@gmail.com
mailto:samarjahanshaikh@gmail.com
mailto:rameshchauhan.crb1@gmail.com
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mailto:hetalpahal@gmail.com
mailto:kantibhai1672@gmail.com


 

DILIP BHALGAMIYA 
Nagar primary school-1, girls 

school, 
Mo. No : 99243 20930 

Email:dcbhalgamiya1880@g
mail.com 

 

 

AGRAVAT KIRANKUMAR 
BAALKRUSHN 

Shri. Jamdudhai primary 
school, jamdudhai, Ta : 

Kojodiya, Dist : Jamnagar 
Mo. No : 9998205408 

Email:agravat.k.b.99982054
08@gmail.com 

 BINDUBA JHALA 
Mari shaala, raajpur, post- 

dolaraana, vasana, Dist : 
Gandhinagar 

Mo. No :9428000541 
E-mail: 

dietgandhinagar@yahoo.co.in 

 SAILESHBHAI H. 
CHAUDHRY 

Thuti primary school, tal. 
Utchhal, Tapi 

Mo. No : 8238242130 
Email:daru1345@yahoo.co

m 

 

DIPAK PATEL 
Primary school dhanoli, Ta : 

Valsad, dist- umargaam. 
Mo. No : 9426846539 

Email: ificvalsad@gmail.com 
 

 ARVIND SACHAPARA 
Nanimal Primary School, Ta 

:Palitana, Dist :Bhavnagar 
Mo. No :9428810255 

E-mail: 
arvindsachapara@gmail.co

m 

 VIJAYKUMAR MOHANLAL 
PATEL 

Punadara Primary School At 
Punadara Ta Prantij Dist 

Sabarkantha 
Mo. No :9898991524 

Email: iasmital@yahoo.com 

 THAKARSINH BHAGWAN 
GABU 

Shree primary scoolno.3, 
Chura Bhutnaath Chowk, 

Dist : Surendranagar- 
363410 

Mo. No :9825005211 
E-mail: 

tbgabu1963@gmail.com 
 

 

DILIPKUMAR K. PATEL Limdi 
primary school, 

Po-Dev, Ta- Balasinor, Dist- 
Kheda ,pin: 388255               

Mo. No : : 9426846539 E-mail 
: ificvalsad@gmail.com 

 BILKISBANO KHAANJI 
MOMIN 

Primary girls school, Ta : 
Dist : Kheda 

Mo. No : 9974844869 
E-mail: 

dietkathlal@gmail.com 

 ASHWINKUMAR DHIRAJLAL 
JOSHI 

Primary school Jakhla, Ta : 
Mandvi, Dist : Surat 

Mo. No : 9558506587 
E-mail: 

jatin.joshibhai@gmail.com 

 

MR.SOOTAKALI THAKOR 
Primary school, Argaama, 

Ta : Vagara, Dist : Bharuch-
392012 

Mo. No :9998185686 
E- mail: 

sokatdt@gmail.com 

mailto:dietgandhinagar@yahoo.co.in
mailto:iasmital@yahoo.com
mailto:tbgabu1963@gmail.com
mailto:ificvalsad@gmail.com
mailto:dietkathlal@gmail.com
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MEHULKUMAR MOHANBHAI 
PRAJAPATI 

Crc primary school, Dolatpura 
(dadabhala) Ta : Vijapuya, 

Dist : Mahesana. 
Mo. No :9428224326 

Email: 
mehuloza.jc19@gmail.com 

  

MR.KAMLESH ZAPADIYA 
Shree Falzar seem primary 

school, Falzar ,po. 
Kalasar,Ta : Jasdan, Dist : 

Mo. No :9909174942 
E- mail: 

edu4gujarat@gmail.com 

 

JIGNESH GOHIL 
Sarvedi Primary School, 

Bhavnagar 
Mo. No : 9427558174 

Email: jmg7455@gmail.com 
 

 

MR.MEHUL SUTHAR 
Vidhyadham boru primary 

school, Ta- Mansa, Dist : 
Gandhinagar 

Mo. No :9723723777 
E- mail: 

mehulsuthar341@ymail.co
m 
 

 

 

MAULIKKUMAR 
GOVINDBHAI PATEL 

PATAN 
Juth Sansadhan kendra, 

Zaazm, Ta : Santalpur, Dist : 
Patan 

Mo. No : 9824118089 
E-mail: 

mgpatelpatan@gmail.com  

MR.RAJESHKUMAR 
BAROCHIYA 

Shree Dhoriyanesh Primary 
School,Satapar, Ta 
:Jamjodhpur, Dist 

:Jamnagar-360531 
Mo. No :9714071412 

E- mail: 
rbarochia@yahoo.com 

 

  

 

ANAL MANIBHAI PATEL 
Abasana Anupan Pvt. 

School, At. Abasana, Ta : 
Vijapur, Dist : Mehsana 
Mo. No :9727278050 

Email:niks17micro@gmail.c
om 

 SUBHASHBHAI RATHOD 
Sanganva primary school, Ta : 

Lodhika, Dist : Rajkot 
Mo. No :8000052016 

E-mail: 
subhashrathod71@gmail.com 

 DAKSHA PARMAR 
Shree. Kanyashaala 

Raanavaav Vaala, Gaam- 
Vadvaala, Ta : Raanavaav, 

Dist : Porbandar 
Mo. No :9978356597 

E-mail: 
diet_por@yahoo.com 

 

LALIT PADHAR 
Crc chibhada Ta :-deodar Dist 

:- Banaskantha 
Mo. No : 9428024605 

Email:crc.bnk.diyodar.chibha
da@gmail.com 

 

 DEEPALI KAMLESHPURI 
Dr. Hedagrevaraji primary 

school-72, 
Vardhamananagara, 

Bharatanagara, Bhavnagar. 

mailto:edu4gujarat@gmail.com


 

MR.VITTHAL SARVVAIYA 
Shree Timba primary school, 

Ta : Gariyadhar, Dist : 
Bhavnagar 

Mo. No : 9898771606 
E-mail : 

dietkathlal@gmail.com 
 

 KANUBHAI 
Primary school Lavariya, 
Lavariya, Dagadiaamba, 

Aahva, Dist : Dang 
Mo. No : 9426848345 

E-mail : 
c.r.c.dng.ahw.dagdiamba@g

mail.com 
 

 

PANANDA LAXAMANBHAI 
RUMALBHAI 

Jabaravandh Panchayati 
primary school, At-

jabaravandh, Post-Jakhau,  
Taluko-Abadasa, District-

Kachchh, Gujatat.Pin-370640. 
E-mail : 

pjadeja860@gmail.com 

 HITENDRA GALORIYA 
Mota Gundala primary 

school, Ta : Jetpur, Dist : 
Rajkot 

Mo. No : 9979553308 
E-mail : 

dietrajkot@yahoo.co.in 
 

 

 
MRS.RIDDHI KHAANT 

Motavada primary school, 
Lodhika, Dist : Rajkot 
Mo. No :9558756889 

E- mail: 
riddhidadhaniya1984@gmail.

com 

 KIRITBHAI J. PATEL 
Brc Bhavan, Taluka 

Panchayat, Olpad, Dist-
Surat 

Mo. No : 9925022165 
E-mail: 

brc.srt.olpad@gmail.com 
 

 

RAKESHKUMAR 
CHANDRAKANT PATEL 

Navandisar Primary 
School,Navanadisar, Ta 

:Godhra, Dist- Panchmahal 
Mo. No :9974598817 

Email: 
gitansh2007@gmail.com 

 

RONAK SURESHBHAI 
BHATIA 

Kautambi primary school, 
Ta : Dhanpur, Dist : Dahod 

(Gujarat), 
Mo. No :9825959706 

Email:sir_ronaksb@yahoo.c
om 

 

 PINALBEN B DEKAVADIYA 
Shree Prangadh primary 

school, Prangadh, Ta : 
Vadhvaana, Dist : 

Surendranagar -363040 
Mo. No :9601545584 

E-Mail: 
pinaldekavadiya@gmail.com 

 KAMLESH KOSAMBIYA 
Kundiaamba school 

Gaam. Valiya, Ta : Dist : 
Bharuch. 

Mo. No : : 9879964656 
 

 

 

mailto:brc.srt.olpad@gmail.com
mailto:pinaldekavadiya@gmail.com
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